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Professor Garrett W. Flickinger
TheNational and University Cofors
'TheCandidates for Advanced Degrees, including the Candidates
for Degrees from the CoJlege of Law, College of Medicine,
and College of Dentistry
TheCandidates for Degrees from the College of Arts and Sciences
TheCandidates for Degrees from the College of Agriculture
TheCandidates for Degrees from the College of Engineering
TheCandidates for Degrees from the College of Education
TheCandidates for Degrees from the College of Business and Economics
TheCandidates for Degrees from the College of Pharmacy
TheCandidates for Degrees from the College of Nursing
TheCandidates for Degrees from the School of Architecture
TheCandidates for Degrees from the School of Allied Health Professions
TheCandidates for Degrees from the School of Home Economics
tne Candidates for Degrees from the School of Library Science
:ne Faculty of the College of Arts and Sciences
TheFaculty of the College of Agriculture
TheFaculty of the College of Engineering
!heFaculty of the College of Law
!heFaculty of the College of Education
TheFaculty of the College of Business and Economics
ine Faculty of the College of Pharmacy
TheFaculty of the College of Medicine
TheFaculty of the College of Nursing
iIleFaculty of the College of Dentistry
-e Faculty of the School of Architecture
ine Faculty of the School of Allied Health Professions
~eFaculty of the School of Home Economics
)e Faculty of the School of Library Science
1€Directors and Faculty of the Community Colleges
The Faculty and Staff of Other University Units
eDeans of the Colleges and Administrative Officials
~eVice Presidents
'eOfficial Guests
ne Governor and the Board of Trustees
~ePresident of the University of Kentucky
COMMENCEMENT CEREMONY
The exercises of the one hundred and second annual commencement are
rected today at the University of Kentucky, The counterpart of the pageantry
senacted each year on campuses allover the world. It is the solemn climax and
~cognitionof the graduates' years of study and preparation for responsibility.
The following description of the academic pageantry is provided for your
eresr.
PROCESSION
~ The procession, which forms on the Avenue of Champions, will enter the
hliseum through the south entrance. It is led by the University Marshal and fol-
~ed by the Color Guard carrying the National and State flags and the University
nner. The University Marshal is bearing the ceremonial mace, emblematic of
e authority of the State and the University. Led by Student Marshals the
ndidates march behind the identification banner of the respective colleges which
rmmended them for their degrees.
The order of march is as follows:




The candidates for degrees:








School of Allied Health Professions
School of Home Economics
School of Library Science
thecandidates reach their seats, the members of the faculty of the University
lentuckv march into the Coliseum wearing the colorful hoods of the colleges
universities from which they were graduated. The climax of the procession
r4S to the platform the Trustees of the University, the Deans of the various col-
.15, honorary degree recipients, alumni award recipients, University of Kentucky
arch Foundation faculty research award recipients, Philip D. and Elsie O. Sang
( rdrecipient, Sullivan award recipients, the Vice Presidents, guests, state officials,
finally the President of the University. The Trustees of the University can be




All candidates for degrees and those who hold these degrees, including Uni·
versity officials, faculty, and visiting dignitaries, are attired in traditional cap and
gown. The basic color for most caps and gowns is formal black. However, re-
cipients of different degrees wear distinctive tassels on their caps (called mortar-
boards), and hoods, draped down the back of the gowns, of various hues.
Candidates for Bachelors' or Masters' degrees wear the regulation cap with the
tassel appropriate to the school or division from which they are being graduated, ..
with the exception of those who already hold Doctors' degrees and are privileged
to wear gold tassels. Except during the positioning of the Colors, the playing01
the National anthem, and prayers, men in academic regalia are requested to wear
















The gown for the Bachelor's degree has pointed sleeves. It is designed to
be worn closed. The gown for the Master's degree has an oblong sleeve, openat
the wrist, like the others. The sleeve base hangs down in the traditional manner
The rear part of its oblong shape is square cut and the front part has an arc rut
away. The gown is designed and supplied with fasteners so that it may be worn
open or closed. The gown for the Doctor's degree has a bell-shaped sleeve 00
which are three velvet bars (usually black but sometimes other colors depending
on the degree).
HOODS
The Bachelor's hood is rather short with a narrow velvet edging of the appro·
priate color (see list under tassels) and a lining in the color or colors of the institu·
tion-blue and white at Kentucky.
The Master's hood is considerably longer, has a wider velvet edging, and ex·
poses more of the lining. The outside velvet trim color designates the degrer
which the person is receiving.
The Doctor's hood is easily recognized by the width of the velvet edging, the
wide panels at either side, the greater length, and the full exposure of the lininj
The colors of the edging most frequently seen are blue for philosophy, green It!
medicine, and purple for laws; the colors for the honorary Doctors' decrees a
purple for laws, white for letters, and golden yellow for science.
Candidates for honorary degrees do not wear the hood until after the deg~
has been conferred; part of the ceremony of admitting a candidate to ~
honorary degree consists in his being formally invested with the hood.
ORDER OF EXERCISES
Presiding
A. D. Kirwan, Acting President
PROCESSIONAL
,TAR SPANGLED BANNER . .................................. (Francis Scott Key)






GREETINGS-ALUMNI ASSOCIATION ...................... Mr. Charles O. Landrum
REMARKS . ................................... President Kirwan
CONFERRING OF DEGREES President Kirwan
RECOGNITION OF RECIPIENTS OF ALUMNI GREAT
TEACHER AWARDS. . President Kirwan
PRESENTATION OF UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY RESEARCH FOUN·
DATION FACULTY RESEARCH AWARDS ...... Vice President Lewis Cochran
I
1RESENTATlON OF SULLIVAN AWARDS President Kirwan
Vice President A. D. Albright
CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREES President Kirwan
Vice President Lewis W. Cochran
ALMA MATER (Carl A. Lampert)
iENEDICTION-The Reverend Peter Lee Scott
Minister, Unitarian Universalist Church
Lexington, Kentucky
IECESSIONAl
Professor Arnold Blackburn, Organist
The audience is requested to be seated





Whitney Moore Young, Jr.
GRADUATE SCHOOL
LEWIS WELLINGTON COCHRAN, Dean and Vice President for Research
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY'"
NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
WendaII Earl Allen* Microbiology ,-
Dissertation: "A Genetic and Biochemical Study of
Mutants of Staphylococcus Aureus"
Lexington
Some Beta-Hemolysin
Henry Estill Amos Animal Sciences




Albert Ian Bagby* .........................•.. Spanish
l Dissertation: "The Moor and the Jew in the
Sabia"
Nashville, Tenn.
Cantigas of Alfonso X, EI
lorrayne Yates Baird . English
Dissertation: "The Statue of the Poet in the Middle
of Anonymity"
Kent, O.
Ages and the Problem
John Bryant Bates** Chemistry College Park, Md.
Dissertation: "The Infrared and Raman Spectra of Some Molecular Crystals"
Jlimon Maurice Berggrun** . .. Spanish





Flow in Forced Convection Electrolysis
Lexington
of Water"
,~Ivin Benton Broderson" Mechanical Engineering
Dissertation: "Techniques for Evaluating the White Rat as a SUbject
In-Space Investigation of Behavtor in a Gravity Field'







...... Agricultural Economics Lexington
"A Study of Grain Production and Utilization Balances and
Grain Flows for Kentucky and a Projection of the Balances
and Flows for 1975"
..... History Gainesville,
"Science and the Early Ecole Poly technique, 1794-1806: The
Impact of the Early Polytechniciens on the Science of the





lawrence Duane Buxton" .... Physics
Dissertation: "Tensor Forces in the Hypertriton"
Lexington
GradyLeon Cantrell Mathematics Lexington
Dissertation: "A Distortion Theorem for Certain Classes of Analytic Func-
tions"
Charles Ronald Cella" ...... English
Dissertation: "Two Reactions Against the Stereotype
Girl in American Novels, 1890-1920"
..... Lexington
of the Old-Fashioned
~ Degree awarded August 7, 1968
~~ Degree awarded December 21,1968
**~ Degrees not previously awarded will be conferred May 12, 1969, if all requirements
are met
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Charles Edward Cleaver" M3thematics












Kenneth B. Colebank ... History
Dissertation: "Civil Rights Legislation, 1866-1875"
...................... Ashland
Joel Allen Collins" Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Chlorinated Hydrocarbon Pesticides: Degradation
on the Growth of Bacteria"
Blaine, Tenn
and Effect
Robert Arnold Collins** English
Dissertation: "The Christian Significance of the
Study in the literary Use of Astral
erature from Chaucer to Spenser"
......................... Dekelb, III.
Astrological Tradition: A
Symbolism in English Lit-
Henry Gundry Crowgey** History .
Dissertation: "The Formative Years of Kentucky's Whiskey
Wilmington, N. C
Industry"
James Alan Cunningham** Chemistry
Dissertation: "The Crystal and Molecular Structures
Some Rare Earth Acetylacetonates"
Lexington
of the Hydrates of
Rudy Leroy Curd Mathematics





"Amino Acid Concentration and Gonadotropin
Pituitary Gland of the Cycling Ewe"
Chaffee, Mo,
Levels in the
John L. Daniel* Chemistry
Dissertation: "Some Solvent Effects on a Menschutkin Reaction"
Clinton, Miss,
Laurence Alfred Danzer .. ...Chemistry . Lexington
Dissertation: "A Study of the Ozone Decomposition Reaction on a Mill Scale
Catalyst in a Continuous Flow System"
Robert Brown Denherdt" ..... Political Science




James Gregory Dobbins Mathematics
Dissertation: "ideals in Topological Semigroups"
Ashland
Don Darryl Duncan * .
Dissertation: "Low-Lying
.......... Phvslcs




.... Economics Richmond, Va.
Employment Service in Appalachian Kentucky"
William Raney Ellis III * * Psychology .






...................... Biological Sciences Lexington
"Natural History and Ecology of the Painted Turtle, Chrysemys
Picta (Schneider)"
Winfield Scott Ford, Jr. .. Sociology Tallahassee, Fla.
Dissertation: "Racial Attitudes, Behavior, and Perceptions of Public Housing
Residents in a Border State Ci!y"
* Degree awarded August 7, 1968
** Degree awarded December 21, 1968
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NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
................. Laurel, Md.
Polynomial Expan-
James Leo Frank M3thematics
Dissertation: "On a Generalized Whittaker Problem and
sions of Analytic Functions"
Marshall Gaither Frazer** Chemistry . Nashville, Tenn.
Dissertation: "The Preparation and Pinacol Rearrangement of 1,2-DI{2-Quin-
olyl}-I ,2-Diphenylethane-1 ,2-Diol and 1,2-DI(8-Quinolyl) I ,2-
Diphenylethane-1,2-Diol"
Frank Edward Frerman* Biochemistry Louisville
Dissertation: "A Study of Membrane lipids During the Formation of the
Membrane-Bound Electron Transport System in Staphylococ-
cus Aureus"
)
Charles Hugh Gibson" Education .: : Richmond
Dissertation: "The Development of a Model for Utillzmg the Techniques of
Cost-Benefit Analysis in the Evaluation of Vocational Pro-
grams"
Thomas Charles Greenland** Psychology Cincinnati, O.
Dissertation: "Some Differential Relationships of Academic Ability and Per-
sonality, Factors to Academic Status as Suggested by Inter-
Institutional and Intra-Institutional Analysis of the Freshman
Class at Four Campuses"•
Verner Neal Grise** Agricultural Economics Quality
Dissertation: "An Analysis of the Effect of Selected Economic Variables on
the Optimum Location of Burley Tobacco Production Within
the Burley Belt"
William D. Gunther Economics Northport, Ala.
Dissertation: "The Modification and Application of a Regional Activity
Analysis Model to Multi-county Development Planning"
(
Marjorie Dysart Harrison * *
Dissertation: "A National
.. History.. ..... Lexington
University and the National Interest, 1870-1902"
David Terry Hess " * ..... Psychology .




Herbert Hirsch** Political Science Austin, Tex.
Dissertation: "Political Socialization in Appalachia: An Inquiry Into the
Process of Political learning in an American Sub-Culture"
W. Wilson Hourigan Agricultural Economics Lexington
Dissertation: "Analysis of the Factors Influencing Growers' Response to the
1967 Acreage-Poundage Referendum for Burley Tobacco"
Rudy 1. Hutagalung** . Animal Sciences Lexington
Dissertation: "Effect of Dietary Fat, Protein, Cholesterol and Ascorbic Acid
on Serum and Tissue Cholesterol and Serum lipids in Swine"
Amanda Russell Hutcherson"
Dissertation: "Chemical Basis of
Aureus"
.Microbiology .. Lexington
Methicillin Resistance in Staphylococcus
Arthur Morton Ihrig** ..... Chemistry Sarasota, Fla.
Dissertation: "The Solvent Dependence of H-H, H-F, and F-F Coup,ling Con-
stants in Both Saturated and Unsaturated Systems'
Willard L. Jinks** .. Biological Sciences
Dissertation: "The Reproductive Potential of Drosophila Affinis"
Pikeville
I< Degree awarded August 7, 1968






.... Sociology Cincinnati, O.
"Television and Politicization: A Study of the Relationship Be-
tween Television Availability and the Political Information,
Interest and Participation of High School Seniors in Six Rural
Kentucky Counties"
Howard H. Kalwies ....... French
Dissertation: "Hugues Satel: A Study of His Life and Works"
Macomb, III.
Lael F. Kinch Mathematics Niagara Falls, N. Y
Dissertation: "Horne Semigroups"
John Edward Kleber .History ........ louisville




"Help Patterns in a Complex Organization:
Behavior as Exchange"
Johnson City, Tenn.
A Study of Human
Victor Arthur Lotrich ... Biological Sciences lexington
Dissertation: "Growth, Production and Community Composition of Fishes
Inhabiting a 1st, 2nd, and 3rd Order Stream of Eastern Ken-
tucky"
Ruth Constance MacKay Sociology lexington
Dissertation: "Effects of Interpersonal Difference, Social Distance, and So-
cial Environment on the Relationship Between Professionals
and Their Clientele"
Robert Kennedy Main* ........ Economics ..
Dissertation: "Developmental of Fiscal Capacity Measurement and
fluence of Selected Dimensions of Personal Income"
Bowling Green
the In-
Shvamal Kumar Majumdar" Biological Sciences
Dissertation: "~I~i~~~~~~y, Cytogenetics and Evolution
Lexington
of the Tribe
Stephen Joseph Mayor Physiology Grosse lie, Mich.
Dissertation: "The Effects of Puromycin on Memory in the Japanese Quail"
James Hamilton McCroskery Psychology Lexington




............ Economics ...... Louisville
"An Economic Analysis of the Toledo labor-Management-Citi-
zens Committee After Twenty Years of Operation"
C. Richard Mochow* * .... Animal Sciences ... Lexington
Dissertation: "The Effects of Pronase on Subsequent Development of Mouse
Embryos and the Separation and Development of Isolated
Slastomeres"
Robert Earl Moisand Biofogical Sciences Chicago, III.
Dissertation: "Effect of Continuous Exposure to Two Insecticides on the Fit-





...... Microbiology .. Lexington
Relationships Among Viruses of the Herpes
"Degree awarded August 7, 1968
"" Degree awarded December 21, 1968
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... Spanish Norris, Tenn.
from Four Didactic Works of the Thirteenth Cen-
Robert Jeffry Morris** .Spanlsh
Dissertation: "The Peruvian Theater 1946-1966"
Shelby, N. C.
Harry Donald Nash Microbiology















"The Effects of Strip Mining on the Microbiology
Free From Domestic Pollution"
Middletown
of a Stream
DavidWinchell Novak" Psychology .




Wiliiam Phillip Novinger* .
Dissertation: "Holomorphic
ary Values"
. Mathematics .. . Lexington
Functions with Infinitely Differentiable Bound-
Romelle Frances Patterson" ... Education
Dissertation: "Sex Recognition from Voice as Related
ality Characteristics in Children"
Louisville
to Age and Person-
DavidMuir Petersen** Sociology Silver Spring, Md.
Dissertation: "The Police, Discretion and the Decision to Arrest"
Theodore Phillips II * * Chemistry
Dissertation: "The Crystal and Molecular Structures
Acetylacetonates"
James Edwin Pitts** .Economics and Business Tallahassee, Fla.
Dissertation: "The Impact of Tax Policy on Investment Behavior in the
Chemicals and Allied Products Industry"
..... Cambridge, Md.
of Some Solvated Metal
Itanley Eugene Poe ..... Animal Sciences
Dissertation: "Factors Affecting Stomach Development
Franklin, Ind.
in the Young Lamb"
James Douglas Powell* ..Mathematics
Dissertation: "Notes on Locally Convex Algebras"
Danville
MarlonC. Rayburn, Jr.
Dissertation: "On the Lattice
ologies"
.... Mathematics Saint Louis, Mo.
of Compactifications and the Lattice of Top-
Kenneth Terrence Reed" .English
Dissertation: "Philip Freneau and the Art of Political Satire"
Lexington
John Thomas Riley* *
Dissertation: "Preparation,
...... Chemistry ... Bowling Green
Properties, and Reactions of Metal Ferrates (VI)"
Robert Edmund Roberts" Sociology
Dissertation: "Social Structure and Demographic








* Degree awarded August 7, 1968
** Degree awarded December 21, 1968
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NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Wesley F. Ross .Education
Dissertation: "The Relation of Psycho-Social
Needs of a Freshman Class"
Lexington




"Attempt and Attainment: A Study of Some literary Aspects
of Doughty's Arabia Deserta as the Culmination of Late-Vic-
torian Anglo-American Travel Books to the Levant"
Abdur-Rafique Saiyed* Sociologv
Dissertation: "Education and Modernization of Attitudes
Mediated Analysis"
Byculla Bombay, India
in India: A Group-
Vincent George Schulte Psychology Berea
Dissertation: "The Discrimination of the Stimulus Consequences of Re-
sponses Differing in Work Requirement"





John Francis Andrew Seggar* ...... Sociology




Edward W. L. Smith .... Psychology
Dissertation: "Non-Verbal Communication in Interviewer-Interviewee
as a Function of the Participants A-B Status"
Lexirqton
Dyads
William Freeman Smith* * ..... Physics
Dissertation: "Wave Functions and Transition Rates of Ht









Thomas Michael Stoecklncer " * .... Chemistry Lexington
Dissertation: "Dielectric Constants and Viscosities of Some Liquid Sulfona-
mides and Conductances of Selected Uni-Univalent Salts in
N, N- Dimet hy Imathanesv Ifonam ide"
Brit Allan Storey" .... History
Dissertation: "William Jackson Palmer: A Biography"
Auburn, Ala.
Samineni Venkata Suryanarayana** .. Chemistry Paducah
Dissertation: "Studies of Compounds of N~Phenylanthranilic Acid with
Metals"
Paul Floyd Taylor History Augusta, Ga





Elements of the Nuclear Spin-Lattice Interactions
Doris Annis Tichenor ... Animal Sciences Nicholasville
Dissertation: "Effects of Rate of Gain, Slaughter Weight and Castratio.n on
Selected Chemical, Historical and Organoleptic Characteristics
of Ovine Muscle and Adipose Tissue"
Selden Y. Trimble .. Mathematics ...... Hopkinsville
Dissertation: "Relationships Between the Radius of Convergence of a Power
Series and the Radii of umvatence of its Derivatives, and a
Note on the Convex Sum of Convex Functions"
* Degree awarded August 7, 1968
•• Degree awarded December 2\, 1968
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NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
6wee Lan Tjong* Mathematics Djakarta, Indonesia
Dissertation: "Operators Generating Solutions of
02", 02", 02",






. Political Science Prestonsburg
Positive Neutralism and United States Foreign
DannyRay Varney ..... Plant Pathology
Dissertation: "Phenolic Compounds and Amino Acids
fected With Tobacco Streak Virus"
....... Lexington
in Burley Tobacco In-
JamesArnold Verbrugge* Economics Lexington
Dissertation: "Collateral Requirements for Public Deposits: A Study of the
Method of Providing Security For Public Funds and the Impli-




........ English Delaware, O.
Iron Brace: The Machine in Major Novels of World
RonaldLee Warner ...... Animal Sciences ..... Maysville, Mo.
Dissertation: "Post-Ruminal Digestion of Cellulose by Steers and Wethers"
JamesEdward Weatherbee* Mathematics Lexington
Dissertation: "Some Extensions of the F. and M. Riesz Theorem on Abso-
lutely Continuous Measures"
RichardMaxwell Weist* * ... Psychology
Dissertation: "Subjective Organization and Memory"
...... Lexington
WilliamM. Wh ltaker III **
Dissertation: "Investment
1951-1963"
..... Economics and Business Tallahassee, Fla.




"Extractions of Several Rare Earths Using a
Thenoyltrifluoroacetone and Acetylacetone"
........ Cedar Falls, la.
Combination of
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF EDUCATION'"
NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
,lckLeon Adams Foundations .. . Richmond
Dissertation: "Construction of Equivalent Forms Attitude Scales Using rae-
tO~~~~:!>,sisfor use in Required College Physical Education
JillAlmond* Curriculum St. Louis, Mo.
Dissertation: "Tests of Rokeach's Theory in an Urban High School"
*Degree awarded August 7, 1968
•• Degree awarded December 21, 1968
... Degrees not previouslv awarded will be conferred May 12, 1969, if all requirements
are met
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NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Robert Daniel Barr" * Curriculum Lexington
Dissertation: "Measurements of Attitudes of Elementary Education Majors
Toward Teacher Effectiveness Using a Q-Sort: A Proposed
Model"
Morris Klair Caudilf* * Educationaf Administration Lexington
Dissertation: "Superintendents' and School Board Members' Conceptions of
Restrictions on Selected Federal Aid Programs for Public
Schools in Kentucky"
Robert Barnette Fox" Foundations Earlington
Dissertation: "The Relationship of Achievement Motivation to Sex, Achieve-
ment, Intelligence, Socioeconomic Status, and level of Edu-
cational Aspiration for an Eighth-Grade Group"
Daisy B. French * *
Dissertation:
........... Business Education
"The Effectiveness of Teaching Methods and
ials in College Accounting"
Richmond
Learning Mater-
Richard Lee Geotrv"" Curriculum
Dissertation: "The Development of An Instrument to Evaluate Health
cation Programs in the Secondary Schools of Kentucky"
Richmond
Edu-
William Curtis Hampton* ..... Curriculum Morehead






of Selected Indicators of Children's
Jennings, Me
Interest-In-
Sinclair O. Lewis" Founcottons Montgomery, Ala
Dissertation: "A Test of Small-Group Procedures in CoJlege Adjustment"
Michael T. McGrath * * Foundations




Patrick Edward Napier Educational Administration Richmond
Dissertation: "The Relationship of Origin and Tenure of Superintendents to
the Organizational Climate of Selected School Districts in
Kentucky"
Kermit Patterson * * Buvlness Education
Dissertation: "A Marketing Study of Wholesale Groceries in Kentucky"
Richmond
John Wiley Payne* Curriculum Lexington
Dissertation: "Value Patterns of Seniors in Teacher Education by Personality
Factor Changes"
Charles Mitchell Rav" Business Education
Dissertation: "The Functions of Administrative Office Managers
pllcatlons for Collegiate Programs of Study"
Morehead
With lm-
Ronnie Nevil Sutton Educational Administration Lexington
Dissertation: "A Comparative Study of the Academic Performance of Univer-
sity of Kentucky Community College Transfer and Native
Students Initially Matched on Six Characteristics"
Ernest Ray White, Jr. . .. Educational Administration
Dissertation: "A Comparative Analysis of the Administrative Structure
Operation of Educational Cooperatives"
Lexington
,nd
* Degree awarded August 7, 1968
** Degree awarded December 21, 1968
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CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF SPECIALIST IN EDUCATION'"
NAME
Mark Richard Brown *
Sarah T abb Henry
RobertWilliam Hoagland* *










CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS'"
NAME
James Thomas Addlcott " ...
Charles Everett Allen* *
Elizabeth S. Andrachek .
Berna-dine G. Atkins *
Robert Gary Atkins* *
William T. Baldwin.
Daniel Francis Barnes
Martha Towles Barth * *
Peter Frederick Barty
Mabel Ann Benson * * ....
Donald Wayne Bogie**
Kenneth Marion Bond.
Bruce David Bowen * *
Roberta Jean H. Boyce
Katherine Alexander Brewer"
David Warner Brink ..
Mary Nystrom Brockman ...
Bonnie Mae Brown
Doris J. Brown * * ..





Fred George Christensen III
(- Marilyn Field Clark*
William Lawrence Cofield*
Frank Emmett Coonev"
Judy Anne Cooper" *




Charles Russell Current" *
MNOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
...Geography . Moorhead, Minn.
....... English Valley Station
. Sociology Lexington
.English Lexington
... Diplomacy and International
Commerce Auburn, N. Y.
. .. Economics Paris
...... Psychology .. Chicago, III.





........ Political Science Lexington
........ French Berea
............ English .. Harrodsburg
............. Art Titusville, N. J.





..... Classical Languages ... . Canton, O.
...... History. .. ...... Richmond
..... Diplomacy and International
Commerce ..
.History




















• Degree awarded August 7, 1968
•• Degree awarded December 21, 1968






. Diplomacy and International
Commerce London
John E. Delap** . .. .. Political Science Lexington
Robert Brown Denhardt* .... . Political Science Bowling Green
Shirley Clouse DeSimone** English Lexington
Charlotte Balsiger Doctor English Lexington
Thomas P. Dunn** . .. Sociology . Bowling Green
Sybil Pittman Estess* .English Poplarville, Miss.
Mary Elizabeth Faraci** English . Lexington
Fredric Ernst Fedler" ..Communications Sheboygan, Wis.
Norma Dee Finley.... ..French .... .. Jackson, Tem.
Robert Samuel Gally* * .Socfoloqv Ashland
Doris Ellen Garb* .Germanic Languages Allentown, Pa.
Kenneth Raymond Gibson * * English Uniontown
William Ernest Goeltz"l* \ Economics Lexington
Kizzie Anita Gowin Spanish Shelbyville
Ann Evans Greely** French Midway
Thomas Francis Hale History Lexington
Anne Taylor Hampton* English Lexington
Jeanette Marie Hanna** History CtncinnatiD.
Cora Sue Kathleen Harris* Sociology Miami, Fla.
Donna Kay Harris French Nashville, Tenn.
Charles Walter Hartwig* Diplomacy and International
Commerce ........
Julia Raye Heise English
Ruth Marie Hennessy.. .. French ..
Elizabeth M. Hester" English .
Gerald Muir Higdon * * Mathematics
Thomas Edward Higel** Anthropology
Florence Blinn Holbrook" * Library Science
Robert Joseph Imholt History ..
Etim Bassey Ituen** Geography
Judith Miller Janssen .English
Richard Thomas Jennings* English ........
Patsy Ann Huff Judd** .. .. Communications
James Donald Judy Political Science
Stephen John Kaeuper .. ...Mathematics
Alan Lewis Kaplan** .. . ....... Psychology
Clyde A. Keisler, Jr. * ...Political Science
Claire Coleman Kelly* Sociology
Michael Joel Kowalsky* * Economics
Gladys Lynne Lackey" Sociology
Mary Kathryn Layne* ... . History
William Edwin Lightfoot .English






























* Degree awarded August 7, 1968
** Degree awarded December 21, 1968
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NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
GaryTyrone McBee* Geography Grand Rapids, Mich.
MichaelG. Miller* . English . Lexington
Virginia Carroll Miller .. English . Auburn, Ala.
Manindra Kumar Mohapatra .. Political Science .. Lexington
NancyLee Montgomery.... . English Danville
lmes Earl Moore Art Lexington
MarieAnn Morgan ..French Bossier City, La.
lamesWallis Morris** Political Science Lexington
GeorgeElwood Mosley* * Geography West Buxton, Me.





... French . Washington, D. C.
.. Diplomacy and International
Commerce Closter, N. J .
....... English Lexington
...... Sociology .. . Lexington
.. Sociology . . Valdosta, Ga.
.English .. . Hopkinsville
.. Communications Buffalo, N. Y.
.English . Lexington
........... English Lexington
. Communications . Ewing





.. French . . Princeton
.English Wilmore
.French . ,. Fair Lawn, N. J .
.Economics . Manhattan, Kan.
... Diplomacy and International
Commerce ... . .. Rupert, Id .
... Physical Education Eddyville
.. English . Park Forest, 111.
.. Art . Westminster, Col.
.. Diplomacy and International
Commerce Quezon City, Philippines
... History Lexington
.... Political Science Lexington
... Geography . Lexington




tllnald F. Orwin ...
litargaret Ware Parrish
lanaMurray Pipes









iJavidAlton Ryans * * .
~bdur-Rafique Salved"






lizabeth Goetz Serow * *
lelnAnn Shackelford* *




e isrella D. Solidum*
\QbertJames Spahn"




* Degree awarded August 7, 1968
"* Degree awarded December 21, 1968
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NAME
Linda Margaret Swayze * *
Joanne Denise Swerock
Stephen Raymond Swetits*
Jimmy Leroy Taylor ....
David S. Thomas* .
Kenneth Gene Vance*
Lester G. Van Winkle
Robert Allen Vogel*
Wilma J. Walker** ..
Michael Leo Walsh* *
Michael Y. Walters
Philip Weinstein** .
Karen Sue White .
James G. Whiteley* *
Lynn Roy Wi IIiams * *




Richard Yukhin * *
ADDRESIMAJOR SUBJECT
..... Diplomacy and International
Commerce . Royal Oak, Mid\.
... Spanish Wyanpotte, Micn,
..... Classical Languages. . Clifton, N. J.
. .. Art Lexington
. Art . Buffalo
.... Communications Frankfort
.... Art Robstown, Tex.
.Sociology Kew Gardens, N. Y
.Geography Lexington
...... Psychology .. Bourbonnais, III.
.... Theatre Arts Lexington
................. .. Psychology Bayside, N. Y.
. ..... Eng Iish Freeburn
... History ... ..... Padoeh
..... Mathematics Lexington
. .. Communications West Warwick, R.I.
... Art Lexington




CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE'"
NAME
Neil Douglas Adams* *
Daniel M. Bartell * * .
Nathan L. Brightwell .
Mary Chantrasmi .
Thomas J. Cheatham * *





Larry H. Eblen .













































* Degree awarded August 7, 1968
** Degree awarded December 21,1968
*** Degrees not previously awarded will be conferred May 12, 1969, if all requirements
are met
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NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Tong-Whi Han" Plant Pathology · Lexington
Cecilia Ann Holt" Mathematics Florence, Ala.
Richard Lee Hoover .. Zoology Thurman, O.
Katherine Hanke Houp " Zoology Richmond
Gloria Jean Hughes* . Botany Somerset
R.Jorga Ibrahim" .. Mathematics . Indonesia
Charles Richard lckrath Economics .. Frankfort
George Arvin Jones"" .. Entomology .. Lexington
Jane Connell King Mathematics Bethlehem, Pa.
\ GuyRobert Lanza Zoology Rutherford, N. J.
IRichard Wayne Leggett Mathematics Lexington
Manu Leopairote** Economics Thonburi, Thailand
Powell McCourt Livesay* ..Mathematics Elizabethtown
James Houston Logsdon * * Physics Lexington
John Robert Lymangrover* Zoology .. Maineville, O.
Cheryl Huff McMurry* Mathematics .... . .. Lexington
Jesse Garrett Mayes* Physics Lexington
Delmon Wayne Miller .. Geology Lawrenceburg
Windell Neil Mohon* Physics Louisville
Marion M. Morgan Physics Lexington
Willis Patrick Oliver** Physics Eddyville
Stanley Newton Parker Physics Murray
Charles Edward Pemberton, Jr Physical Education Lexington
Leonard Niel Plummer Geology Lexington
\. Richard William Postma" Physics Lexington
George Pshenay, Jr.* Zoology . West Orange, N. J.
Charles Stewart Robertson * * .Physics Murray
Richard Allan Roedel* Economics.. . Schenectady, N. Y.
RogerDale Rowlett. ..Mathematics Phyllis
Daniel Joseph Shea" .. Economics Toledo, O.
ShirleyMitchell Snarr" . .. Economics Lexington
loenarjo Zoology Lexington
Carl Raymond Spitznagel Mathematics Cincinnati, O.
Erich E. Stafford* * Zoology ... . ..... Bethesda, Md.
James G: Stathis. . Zoology Lexington
James David Stickler . .. Chemistry ... Logan, W. Va.
Hsiung Tang . . ..Mathematics .. Lexington
Mohinder Dev Tewari** Mathematics New Delhi, India
Norbert Thonnard Physics . Lexington
f fred Thomas Tracy** .Phvslcs Smithland
William Bedford Turner* * .. Geology .. Lafayette, La.
Harrell Lynn Walker Plant Pathology Jamestown, La.
Roger Dale Warren** Mathematics .. Lexington
George Lorimer Whitmer* .. Entomology Goldsboro, N. C.
William R. Winkle** .Microbiology Toledo, O.
DavidErnst Wood. . Economics . Austin, Tex.
John William Woodring* Physics Louisville
* Degree awarded August 7, 1968
** Degree awarded December 21, 1968
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NAME








CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN AGRICULTURE'"
NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Mukhalis Bin Baba" Agricultural Economics .. Malaysia
Virgil Milton Boyce** Agricultural Extension Raleigh, N. C
Frank Brown, Jr Agricultural Extension Lebanon
Johnnie Larry Call~* . ..Animal Sciences. Lexington
Sal Yoon Chang** Plant Physiology... .. Seoul, Korea
Charles Ray Chaplin * Agronomy . Mt. Vernon, Ind.
Herman Woodrow Coots Agricultural Economics Paducah
Larry Eugene Crews . ..Agronomy Edmonton
Paul Douglas Deaton" Animal Sciences Berea
Winston Paul Deweese** Animal Sciences Lexington
Gerald Wayne Dryden* * .. Entomology Mt. Olivet
Warren Medlyn Fee* .... . Horticulture Lexington
David Young Gillespie Horticulture . Pikeville
John Thomas Green ... . .. Agronomy Frankfort
Otto Hampton" .Animal Sciences Lexington
Ronald Neal Harmon .. Horticulture Ames, la
Roslea Johnston Sociology . Radford, Va.
Dale Ream Lovell" Animal Sciences .. Sturgis
Michael Chen-Yun Lung .. . Entomology Taiwan, China
Sebastian Matovu* .Plant Pathology. Maria, Uganda
John Wesley McGaugh** Animal Sciences Lexington
Kenneth E. McMurry* Animal Sciences Lexington
Garry Wayne Modrell* Sociology . .., Ottumwa, la
Alvin Ray Mosley** .. Horticulture Lexington
Sarindu Nonglak .... Plant Pathology Bangkok, Thailand
Hashim Bin Mohamed Noor" * .. Agricultural Economics Penang, Malaysia
Armine Lee Rotramel... . ... Agronomy .... Browns, Ill.
James A. Rvan" .Agronomy .... Lexington
Sirisingh Sathorn .Entomology Bangkok, Thailand
Rupert Allen Scott Animal Sciences Mayfield
William Edward Seale ..Agricultural Economics Lexington
Dolok Tinanda Haposan Sihombing Animal Sciences Lexington
Lily Amalia Sofjan Animal Sciences Bogor, Indonesia
Bortboon Somrith Agronomy Bangkok, Thailand
Sonttrat Suebsak Plant Pathology Bangkok, Thailand
Brenda Igo Townes" * .Agronomy Lexington
William Allen Tucker** .... Animal Sciences.. . ..... Fisherville
Thanya Veanglarng .. Sociology Bangkok, Thailand
* Degree awarded August 7, 1968
** Degree awarded December 21,1968












CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING
NAME ADDRESS
Terence Charles Black** . Lexington
Donald Carl Slack** Lexington
Robert Michael Williams .. Danville
CANDIDATE FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING'"
NAME




CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN CIVIL ENGINEERING'"
NAME ADDRESS
Hsi-Lang Chang . Lexington
Charles Stone Cox* * . .. Bowling Green
Jerry Lee Dause* . .. Russell Springs
Clyde Robert Dempsey" Maysville
( James Aloysius Doepker Ft. Thomas
Kenneth Rhett Harper" * . Paducah
Carlos Fix Miller* .. Louisville
William Henry Phillips* * .. Monticello
Pat Thomas Redden Joplin, Mo.
George Michael Rene" Owensboro
Thomas Neil Sargent* * .. Guthrie
John Ellis Sirles 11\* Lexington
Earl White Sizemore" . Manchester
Michael Alan Thorp* .. Louisville
Charles Edward Vandevelde" .. Valley Station
Hugh Allen Ward* ... Lexington










William Dowell Allen** .
Richard Eugene Carter, Jr ..
Kermit Arnold Meece * ........
Dan M. Neal*
Richard Edman Pritchett
Irvine Shelton, Jr. *
* Degree awarded August 7, 1968




James Edwin Bennett" .





William Shay lor Sullivan




CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN ENGINEERING MECHANICS'"
NAME
Fred Young Brandon* ..
William Fain Irving
Julius Carlin Johnston ..
Kapoor Chandra Nayak











Glen Owen Adams * .
William C. CJoyd** .
Don Lee Finley .
Uscoe Joel Fitts"
Aubin Michael Higgins*
Kermit Bailey Keeling, Jr.
Larry H. Robbins**



















CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING'"
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATIOW"
NAME
Pamela Smith Adams* ..
Elaine Mallard Amerson .
john Robert Andrighetti* ..
Nancy Foster Anson * ..







~ Degree awarded August 7, 1968
** Degree awarded December 21, 1968
*** Degrees not previously awarded will be conferred May 12, 1969, if all requirementsare met
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NAME ADDRESS
Beatrice H. Armstrong Louisville
(Wanda Lee Arnold** .. . Irvine
jarlfne Cawood Ball* .. Louisville
lallah Lee Barringer* . Valley Station
Ronald Edward Beckett .. Lexington
Janice Faye Blair Manchester
Marion Geren Blvton" .. Lexington
J.Suzanne Bodenhelmer " Lexington
George Ronald Boone" * Glendale, Mo.
ienjamin Robert Bostick IV* Lexington
JaneGeiser Bowen" .. Lexington
Robert Lee Bowers** Maysville
Carolyn Lee Bowling* Lexington
Mary Katheryn Brady....... .. Clinton
lee Wayne Bramlage Lexington
Jean Haumueller Brand* .. Lexington
leter J. Brassell" Lexington
James Malcolm Braxton" Louisville
Marjorie Jean Brookshire** Lexington
Audrey Berry Bryant* . Lexington
Betty Rose Burgin* * Lexington
AliceMarie Callahan* Lexington
Margaret Ruth Campbell* Lexington
Anne Galloway Cerrter " . Harrodsburg
Catherine Lyle Casstdv" * Lexington
Phyllis Nicholas Cassel!" Louisville
Marilyn Crowe Chaney* Lexington
Jean DuRette Charlesworth * Lexington
lrnesteen Chislom* Louisville
Jean Mayo Clark * .. Mer Rouge, La.
Dawson Hawkins Coblin Lexington
Bruce Sutton Coleman * .. .. Lexington
William Edward Collie Lexington
Clarence Tillmon Collins" . Pine Ridge
Ruby Holbrook Collins" . Pine Ridge
Stuart Anderson Cooke" Lexington
Marjorie Louise Cornelius" Cumberland
Betty Dance Cox" * Louisville
George Andrew Critz* Lexington
Thomas Lauren Crumbaugh* ....... Frankfort
Anne Vernon Damron" St. Paul, Va.
Marcia Annabell David* Louisville
Gladys Woolum Davis" Lexington
Joe Vicars Day* * Meta
Sister Mary Ruth Delenev" Park Hills
Janice S. Dingus * Lexington
Mary Jane Earle Radcliff
Ethel Lee Eastridge* Goshen, O.
Betty Lou Cash Eilers" Erlanger
* Degree awarded August 7, 1968
•• Degree awarded December 21, 1968
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NAME ADORES\
Molly B. Ershig* Lexington
Ella Jean Ethington* . Midway
Gladys Hancock Evers" Lexington
Wendy Rollins Fischer* Darien, Conn
Kenneth E. Flowers* Lexington
Patricia Jo Foley* * .. Mt. Sterling
Raymond Edward Fore * Frakes
Mary Ferguson Franke Lexington
Carol Ann Freeman Dawson Springs
Maudine J. Frisby Lexington
Lois Sue Godbey* Dunwoody, Go.
Roberta Ratchford Gravlss Lexington
Margaret Hemphill Grissom*.. Lexington
Betty Grant Hammond* . Louisville
Thomas C. Harper" Winchester
Barbara Elaine Hart" Lexington
William Ancel Hay, Jr. * . .. Maysville
Thomas W. Heath Lexington
Mary Rose Herrell * .. Wallins Creek
Wallace Kent Hicks* . Corbin
Louise Pryor HObbs Lexington
Patricia Sue Coleman Hodapp * .. Louisville
Doris Gulley Hogge* Lexington
Claudette M. Holladay* Columbia
James Edgar Hoskins** . Lexington
Elwyn Carl 'Hulett" * Versailles
Howard Hunt" Pikeville
DeLane Warden Isaak** Collegedale, Tenn
Clyde L. Jackson Lexington
Dale Lee Johnson" .. Huntington, W. Va.
Karen Price Karsner Lexington
Jessie WiJliams Kelley. Lexington
Pamela McDowell Ketchie* Lexington
Regis Phillip Kirchner, Jr. Lexington
Jerry Arnold Kirk * . Ferrum, Va,
James Christopher Klotter .. Booneville
Donald Gerald Lane" . Mt. Sterling
Valerie L. Langlois Lexington
Elizabeth Jane Lawson Lexington
Jewell Gayton Lay* Harrodsburg
Joyce Ange!yn Lee Waterford, Mich.
Robert Elwood Lee * .. Lexington
Helen Britton Lewis Lexington
Wanda Sue Lewis* Ton
Ellen Murphy Malone* Bardstown
Beatrice Mays Lexington
Henry Malcolm McCarthy* Lexington
Martha Helm McConnell* Danville
Charles Truman McCracken* Lexington
28
* Degree awarded August 7, 1968
** Degree awarded December 21,1968
NAME ADDRESS
Lawrence H. McCracken** Lexington
Lena B. McDaniel * . Greensburg
Martha Finch McKenzie ** .. .. Lexington
Nancy H. McQueary* Lawrenceburg
Nancy Murphy Mellios* . Lansing, Mich.
Emma Ruth Cavender Meredith * Somerset
Daniel Franklin Meyer* .. Greensboro, N. C.
Margaret Carla Miller* Louisville
Sister Mary Immaculyn Molique S.N.D. ** Covington
Mary Louise Moore** Lexington
Jane Clayton Morrow * . Lexington
Marilyn Moyer* * . Murray
Sharon Lee Murray Lexington
Robert Nolan Myers Lexington
James Richard Parsons . Danville
Lena Jeanette Parsons" .. Lexington
Virginia Leigh Patterson" . Lexington
Joan Gillespie Plckett " Lexington
Lewis Ray Plurnmer " .. Mt. Vernon
Phyllis Mohney Plummer" Lexington
Loris Eckler Points* . Lexington
Carol Frances Potter . Lexington
Frances Ann Powell* Winchester
David Stewart Prater" .. Lexington
1 Margaret Anderson Preston" ...... ....... Huntington, W. Va.
Joyce Kay Price** .. Frankfort, Ind.
Carol Sue Ray* Wilmore
Edward A. Richardson .. Tchula, Miss.
Philip Thomas Riforgiato* .. Buffalo, N. Y.
Evelyn Pauline Risch" .. Anchorage, Alas.
Betty Sue Rothwell .. Paducah
Anna Frances Sandage** .. Lexington
( Ronald L. Schmldr" .. ". Lexington
Ernestine Jasper Schoolcraft* . Somerset
Charlotte Lee Shelton New Castle
Norma Jean Shelton*.. Louisville
Charlann Scheid Simon Lexington
Vernon Ronald Simpson Frankfort
Jane Hatfield Smith* .. Lexington
Elsa Belle Spurlock * Lexington
William Edward Stark . Lexington
Mary S. Stewart" Evarts
Jennifer Patrick Stith* Lexington
Barbara Jo Stone .. . Anchorage
George Robert Stone" Portsmouth, O.
James H. Stubblefield, Jr. ..... Lexington
Evelyn Merrell Talbott* Lexington
Pamela Jo Tarvin* . California
Thelma Louise Taylor* . Beaver Dam
* Degree awarded August 7, 1968
** Degree awarded December 21, 1968
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CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION'"
NAME ADDRESS
Barbara Jeanne Thomas" Pine Bluff, Ark.
Jeanene Knight Thompson" . Harrodsburq
Malinda Bess Thompson Lexington
Phyllis Ann Thompson" Stanford
Janet Charlton Thornberry* . Anchorage
Ina P. Toepel " * St. Clair Shores, Mich
Linda Carol Tcon " Louisville
Nancy Jane Trabue" . ... ,............ . Louisville
Nina Lynn Tweet" . Ft. Lauderdale, Fla,
Edith McAllen Vachon . Lexington
John Paul Vandeventer" * Lexington
Patricia Ann Varner* Lexington
Barbara Ann Veneski* San Jose, Calf,
Sharon Smith Vry . . Lexington
Susan Page Millikin Walters" Louisville
Harold Lowell Webb* Lexington
Diana Taylor White* Lexfnqton
Mary Lee Wigginton . Bloomfield
John Sterling Wiggs* . Danville
Cheryl Lynn Willard* Lexington
Misha Andrea Williams Touristville
Anna Vernon Wilson* Lexington
Barbara Ann Wtlson" Richmond
Ruth Ilene Wilson* Lexington
Thelma Henson Wilson* Middletown
William Hunter Wilson** Lexington
L. Jackson Wolfe* .. . Paducah
Mary Ann Wurth* . Paducah
NAME ADDRESS
Phyllis A. Bandy" Danville
Suzanne M. Rogers Bennett" * Lexington
Gloria Jean Bish* Falls Church, Va.
Hayden Dwight Cline* . Walton
Mary Lou Conder Harrodsburg
Virginia Rhea David" Jackson
Billie Howard Dickinson** . .. Lexington
Clyde Harrison Grace, Jr. * Eddyville
Jean Ann Hafer .. .. DeMossvilie
Ann W. Hardin** . Louisville
James Willis Hisle** Richmond
James Lynden Jenkins* Harrodsburg
Geraldine Green Miracle* Louisville
Hugh Carroll Montgomery* Calhoun
Martha Lee Pitts** Fulton
Charles R. Rosenstlel ' . South Ft. Mitchell
* Degree awarded August 7, 1968
* * Degree awarded December 21, 1968




James Richard Shaw* Valley Station
Donald Edwin Skeeters" Vine Grove
Sylvia Hall Smith * Florence
Gene Edmund Spicer Commiskey, Ind.
Robert Eugene Spillman .. Lexington
Lawrence W. Tandy Gamaliel
Gary Lee Truesdell* Trinity
Amy Lou Westerfield" Hartford





CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
NAME ADDRESS
James Benjamin Ashmore** Madisonville
Barry D'Wayne Brooks" Corbin
Larry Charles Bryan* . . Paducah
Joseph Doyle Cantrell Lexington
Richard Clinton Chilton* Louisville
Glenn L. Clark, Jr. . ".................. Grosse Point, Mich.
Robert F. Clatterbuck , Lexington
c. Manley Combs" Winchester
Ruth Combs , , Hazard
William Garrett Dering* * Anchorage
Edward Phillip Grant* * .. Louisville
Kenneth D. Griffith Berea
Frank Eugene Hamilton .. Lexington
Nolan Kay Harrison Lexington
Stanford Russell Harvey" . . .. South Portsmouth
Robert Ray Hill* .. Louisville
Frank Edward Kuzmits* South Bend, Ind.
Richard Bowen Lindsley* * .. Rocky River, O.
Terry Hayes Miller* * Hartford
Donald G. Preston* Danville
George M. Royster 111** , .. Evansville, Ind.
f Frederick John Seibert. . .. Lexington
Ronald Lee Sheets Frankfort
David Fulton Smith** Lexington
William Robert Smith** . Simpsonville
Gary Joseph Sohigian Bronx, N. Y.
John Everett Stettler .. Lexington
George Edward Stone, Jr. . Mayfield
Neill B. Tyler, Jr. Shepherdsville
Charles Nicol Watson .. Frankfort
* Degree awarded August 7, 1968













Wanda R. Allen " Lexington
Linda Jo Atcher . West Point
Milton Kendall Barksdale, Jr.** Richmond
Douglas Alan Campbell** Orange Park, Fla.
Mary Ann Charlton .. Oaktown, Ind
Sheriden Ekin Clem * * . Bedford
Sara Jane Cook" Alliance, O.
Carolyn Shaw Cranston Winona Lake, Ind.
Alexander Cameron Crosman, Jr. * N. Wildwood, N. J.
Lucy Adams Deluca** Huntington, N. Y.
Jane Jackson Easley . Lexington
Judith S. Engelberg Lexington
Carol Sang Fang* . Raleigh, N. C.
Janice Skinner Farley........ .. Woodbine
Margaret Rebecca Fietz * Somerset
Virginia Gaines Fox . Lexington
Kathryn Carol Franco* New Berlin, N. Y.
Jean K. Gossick * * . . Lexington
Marion Hanson Hargrove** Lanham, Md.
Lucille Gertrude Haywood. . Nerinx
Ronald Arthur Henze .. Evansville, Ind.
Nancy Huheey Herfel** Lexington
Charles Franklin Hinds* .. Murray
Norma H. Hipkens .. Versailles
Betsy Bowen Hobgood . Lexington
Chung Nvo Kim Lexington
Kyung Sook Lee .. Seoul, Korea
Martha A. Liddy* Littleport, la.
Lawrence Patrick Lynch Lexington
Helen Frances Mason . Dillsboro, Ind.
Littleton Miller Maxwell** . Lynchburg, Va.
Lincoln Socorro Mendez* . Ft. Mitchell
Gerald Lee Miller* * . Louisville
Kay Ann Myers Bicknell, Ind.
Jon Francis Noland" * ..... Lexington
Frank Nunez* Richmond
Francis Elbert Old III Baltimore, Md.
Wendie Corbin Old. .. Baltimore, Md.
Jane Ellen Peterson** .. Washington, la.
Anita Allen Pitt~an* . LOuisville
Sandra Sue Pruitt* .. .. Franklin
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* Degree awarded August 7. 1968
* * Degree awarded December 21, 1968
o,** Degrees not previously awarded will be conferred May 12. 1969, if all requirements
are met
NAME ADDRESS
Fraya Jean Pugh Slanesville, W. Va.
Donald Paul Pultz . Lexington
Kathryn Morris Riester Lexington
Flor P. Rivera" Indianapolis, Ind.
Martha Elizabeth Scott" Rumsey
Loretta Ball Seavers Ludlow
Linda Lou Sherrow......... . Lexington
Gisele A. Skinner" * . Wilmore
Carla J. Stoffle Lexington
Thomas LeRoy Tallentire* Cincinnati, O.
Mary Rodgers Thurman Richmond
Janet Tsai Tlen" Lexington
Marion Webb Turner** Lexington
Mary Jo Vincent" Bremen
lncrtd Maria Vollnhofer* Colfax, Calf.
Audrey Ann Vough * * . Lexington
Ruth Chase Wise * Lexington
Cynthia Ann Womack** McMinnville, Tenn.
Atef F. Youssef" .. Ontario, Canada
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF MUSIC'"
NAME ADDRESS
Dorothy Ivers Abernathie* Lexington
Mary Lynn Bergsten* .. Centerville, O.
Patricia Emily Franco" New Berlin, N. Y.
Jane Ogden Kelton" Lexington
Susan Bussey Kowalsky Barbourville
Wilton Robert McFaddin, Jr Gable, S. C.
Gerald Curtis Plm, Jr Lexington
Carolyn Maye Reddicks" Louisville
Sharyn Anne Russell................................................... . Asheville, N. C.




Mariiati S. Martedjo . .. Bogor, Indonesia
MaryLouise Pross** . Berea
BillyLucian Squires * * Greensburg
CANDIDATE FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN CLINICAL NUTRITION'''
NAME
Katherine Yancey Southworth * * .
ADDRESS
Lexington
* Degree awarded August 7, 1968
** Degree awarded December 21,1968
*** Degrees not previously awarded will be conferred May 12, 1969, if all requirements
are met
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CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE
IN HOME ECONOMICS'"
NAME ADDRESS
Carolyn DeArmond Cantrell** Louisville
Eunice Zook Little . Jackson, O.
Ruth Thompson Phillips** Richmond
Ann Ross Smith** Louisville
Jean Va-Chen Yu" * Gainesville, Fla.
** Degree awarded December 21,1968




WILLIAM LEWIS MATTHEWS, JR., Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF JURIS DOCTOR'"
NAME ADDRESS
John Rutledge Adams. . , Lexington
Kenneth Paul Alexander" * Lexington
Kay Kathleen Alley Lexington
William Hampton Allison, Jr.** Lexington
Terry Ryan Anderson Versailles
Glen S. Bagby Ashland
William Jesse Baird III .. Pikeville
Gerald Eugene Benzinger .. Lexington
Alonzo Franklin Berry, Jr " Bowling Green
William Thomas Bishop III .. Lexington
Bernard Georges Bolston Columbus, O.
Henry Howell Brady, Jr. Mayfield
James Francis Brennan .. Mahwah, N. J.
Douglas McArthur Bricker Milford, O.
James Nelson Brickey South Portsmouth
James Butler Brien, Jr. . Mayfield
John H. Burrus. .. Lexington
Rutheford B. Campbell, Jr. Hyden
James Loyd Clarke Maysville
Jimmy Curt Coleman Edmonton
Owen Travis Combs, Jr.** Lexington
Carolyn Stroud Connell** . .. Paris
Robert Morris Coots. .. Lexington
Thomas Cosentino Lexington
James Lawrence Cottrell** Lexington
Clayton Vance Cramb, Jr. Nashville, Tenn.
William H. Cunningham : Benton
James R. Daniels Valparaiso, Ind.
Benjamin Keith Davis Lexington
Charles David Deep * * Lebanon
William David Denton Lexington
William Edward Devers.. .. Hodgenville
frank Graves Dickey, Jr. . Lexington
Eugene Kenneth Duncan" * .. Bowling Green
Jack Frederick Durie, Jr. . Miami Springs, Fla.
John Shelley Eldred ..... Princeton
Harvey George Ershig* Henderson
Paul F. Fauri ... Ann Arbor, Mich.
Robert Laurence Fears Lexington
David Mack Fife Wilmington, O.
* Degree awarded August 7, 1968
* * Degree awarded December 21, 1968




Kathleen Winston Rivard Friend .
Woodford Lloyd Gardner, Jr.
George McKay Geoghegan, Jr ..
Elmer Joseph George .
Charles Edward Glasscock
Mary Louis Goodfriend ..
Larry McCoy Greathouse
Jerry Roger Grigs~y* * . .
Frank Sympson Hammond .
'Thomas Vinson Handy .
Robert Edward Hawley ..
Victor Hellard, Jr. 'I< 'I< ••••••••••••••••••
Gary Lee Herfel
)<. Joseph William Hernandez
John Joseph Hill, Jr.
Morton Milford Hoagland




Albert Berry Howe ...•.....
Sidney Harrel Hulette** .




William R. Jones** .
Martin B. Kamens.
John Mead Keith, Jr. *
Larry Gibson Kelley
Robert S. Kinton .





Carl M. Lambert ....
Lawrence Vincent Langan
John Rector Leith.
James Carrol Lewis ...
X Perry Morris Lewis* * .
Samuel Clifford Lonq .
Richard Wesley Martin 111
Thomas Richard Martin
G. Emmett McCall................. . .
Thomas P. McCarthy .
Joseph Herman Mnler .





































. ..... Paterson, N. J.
Fair Lawn, N. J.
Jacksonville, Fla
...... Lexington











* Degree awarded August 7, 1968
** Degree awarded December 21, 1968
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NAME ADDRESS
Donald F. Mintmire Russell Springs
larry Wayne Moore . Kettering, O.
Cooper Kendrick Moseley..... . Louisville
Philip Lyle Mulholland Durham, N. C.
Donnie Ray Murray.... . ,............... . Bow
Clinton Harlin Newman II .. Versailles
John Silas Parton.. .. Lexington
Harvey Thomas Pennington .. Lexington
Walter Ptt!o .. Irvington, N. J.
Robert E. Rawlins** Lexington
David Roe Reeves . Lexington
Robert Estill Reeves Lexington
John Perry Reisz ,.......... . , ,. Lexington
leslie E. Renkey Lexington
Dean Edwin Rice Lexington
James Morrow Richards ,....................................... . Paris
~Gayle Burnett Robbins .. .. Mayfield
Larry Stevenson Roberts .. Lexington
Richard Raymond Roof .. .. Versailles
Robert Paul Ross . Greenville
Paul Anthony Saffer .. .. Paducah
Stephen Cook Sanders ........ .. Murray
Dixie Rupert Satterfield" * Princeton
William Henry Seed .. Lexington
Howard H. Shanker .. Beachwood, O.
Joseph Wayne Sharp .. Elizabethtown
Charles Wayne Shepherd Covington
GaryRandall Smith Louisa
John Stanley Smith .. Campbellsville
Leonard Ware Smith* * Lexington
Robert Joseph Smith Lexington
Robert McMurtry Spragens, Jr. Lebanon
R.Bruce Stith III .. Lexington
James Wehrle Templin** Lexington
William Waverley Townes .. Louisville
Charles Allen Turner** .. Barnesville, O.
Lawrence James Tweet .. Huntington, W. Va.
Jack Raplee Underwood, Jr. Lexington
David Gene Webb ....... Lexington
J,Gregory Wehrman Ft. Mitchell
Curtis Lee Wells * * . Lexington
Charles Frank Wheeler" * .......... ...... South Shore
Samuel Houston Wh itehead Harrodsburg
lames Thomas Whitlow Magnolia
Charles Richard Wildt ........ Lexington
PaulAllen Willis Brandenburg
Robert William Willmott, Jr. Georgetown
Jerry Gilbert Wilson Lexington
Major Garland Woodroof' II * Lextnqtc»
* Degree awarded August 7, 1968
* * Degree awarded December 21, 1968
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COLLEGE OF MEDICINE
WILLIAM S. JORDAN, JR., Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF MEDICINE
NAME ADDRESS
Russell Lee Anderson .. ,_ .........•...................•............................ . Ludlow
Rogers Quin Bailey ...............................•........................... . Louisville
Maurice Edward Bandy.,". ......................•..................... . Cloverport
James Mathis Barr, Jr. . LaGrange
Martin Douglas Becker ,_ Central City
Shelley Edward Bennett Sturgis
William Edward Blackburn, Jr New Wilmington, Pa.
Lawrence Allen Block Louisville
Stephen Lanier Bower Campbellsville
John Paul Broderson Franklin
William Houston Brooks Lexington
James Raymond Burt Bowling Green
John Thomas Callaghan Omaha, Neb,
John Charles Caton Lexington
John Carroll Cheshire, Jr Frankfort
Robert Hahn Cofield Ft. Thomas
Charles Robert Combs Morehead
Philip Richmond Curd Prospect
M. Judith Donovan .. Winchester, Mass
Igor Zenon Drobockv .. .. Bowling Green
Diane Batshaw Eisman Chicago, 111.
Guy Tempest Ellis III Louisville
Tom Elo Solon, O.
Charles David Franks Danville
Arnold Ray Frazier Premium
Matthew Joel Friedman Cornish, N. H.
Samuel Delbert Fritz Richmond
John Anthony Gastright Dayton
Frank Daly Glenn Bromley
Daniel Scott Graves Frankfort
Leonard Lee Gunderson Chester, Mont.
John Albert Halpin . Covington
Eric Edward Harrison Louisville
Brooks Glenn Hicks . Berea
Anthony Joseph Horstman Louisville
Albert Baughman Hoskins III Louisville
George Frank Hromyak, Jr. . Fowler, O.
Joy Mason Johnson Paintsville
William Alexander Julian Frankfort
Oren William Justice . Ashland
Barry Carl Kaufmann Lynbrook, N. Y
Ralph Talbot Kendall III Sunnyside, N. Y,
38
NAME ADDRESS
George Juris Kiricenkov .. .. Brandenburg
John Kenneth Koster . Paducah
Ronald Milton Kupper .. Louisville
Norman Victor Lewis, Jr Bowling Green
Allan Sidney Lichtman New York, N. Y.
Robert Franklin Long, Jr Somerset
Joseph Lanier Lukins Louisville
Tom Smith Maddox, Jr. Owensboro
Charles Kenny Maffet .. Elizabethtown
Arthur Daniel Meyer, Jr. Alexandria
Roger Lee Moebus . Ft. Thomas
Glenn Irvin Moore Lexington
Jack Payne Powell, Jr. Louisville
lawrence Edward Ruf .. Louisville
David Abbott Sacks. New York, N. V.
Edward Leslie Salmon New York, N. Y.
Gregory Anthony Sandman Covington
Eli David Sonkln Cincinnati, O.
Robert Nolan Tackett Ashland
John William Thomas, Jr. Louisville
Charles Robert Ubelhart III Louisville
James Murray Walker, Jr. Louisville
Mark Julian Weis . . Louisville
Margaret Morgan Westland Louisville
C. Allen White Lexington
Paul Joseph Winkler . Louisville
Jerry Leonard Woolum. Richmond




HARRY M. BOHANNAN, Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF DENTAL MEDICINE
NAME ADDRESS
Stanley Nathan Adcock . .. Frankfort, Ind.
Ronald Lee Babb . , Mayfield
Ervin Curtis Belcher, Jr Russellville
Charles Dalton Bennett, Jr. West Asheville, N. C.
Gary Thomas Borchers Covington
Thomas Allen Brown ,.. Ashland
Richard Eugene Capps Marietta, O.
Kelly David Cornelius Frankfort
Harry James de Girolamo, Jr. West Orange, N. J.
Arley Rudolph Dunnigan, Jr Ashland
Roger Lewis Ewing Falmouth
Joseph Nicholas Fister III Lexington
Richard Kenneth Heming Louisville
Raymond Allan Holderby Erlanger
Douglas Wells Johnson .. Ashland
William Howard Justice . Pikeville
Norris McCormick Langford, Jr. Madisonville
Claude Ronald Lee . Ashland
David Paul Lubbe . Erlanger
Edward Lee Morris Owensboro
John Thornton Newcomb .. .. Campbellsville
Steven Miles Pollock St. Louis, Mo.
Virgil Taylor Price Greensburg
Estus Kendall Roy Lexington
Steven Jay Silverstein . Cincinnati, 0
Rankin Douglas Skinner . . Winchester
Thomas Frederick Sleamaker Blytheville, Ark.
Roger Vernon Stambaugh Pensacola, Fla.
Richard Owen Stone . .. Mayfield
Richard Hamilton Waldbart, Jr. .. Tampa, Fla.
Robert Daniel Walker . Madisonville
Harry Meshew Watts Hickman
James Clark Wilson . Urbana, O.
James Ralph Zettler, Jr. Hamilton, O.
40
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
PAUL CHESTER NAGEL, Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS'"
NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Carol Ann Abbott French Highland Heights
James Wesley Abbott Social Work Wilmore
Jean Abernathy Psychology and Sociology Covington
Vickie Roberts Ackley Art Laurel, Miss.
Dorothy Holt Adams** Germanic and Classical Languages
and Literatures Lexington
Russell F. Adkins** Radio, Television, Films Lexington
Deborah Pierson Agsten Sociology Charleston, W. Va.
William Van Meter Alford, Jr Political Science lexington
Sally Stubblefield Allen History Owensboro
Paul Reid Altsheler, Jr Chemistry Hopkinsville
John Beard Ames" * English Hardinsburg
Mary Jo Anderson History Lexington
Benny Stuart Armstrong Political Science Shepherdsville
Michael Ronald Armstrong English .. .. Peebles, O.
Danny Lee Arnold Psychology.. lexington
Gowhar Ashraf Topical Lexington
Rebecca Clancie Atherton** English Elizabethtown
Elizabeth Ruth Atkinson English Falmouth
Eugene Douglas Attkinsson Psychology .. Lexington
Melinda Jane Auge* Art S. Ft. Mitchell
Mary Ann Augustyn * * Engl ish Lexington
Thomas Randall Averitt .. .. Zoology and Chemistry .. St. Petersburg, Fla.
Philip Stanhope Bacon" Journalism . lexington
Sharon Vanleuven Baker History london
Robert McMillan Baldwin History and Political Science Lexington
Helen Clare Balstraz* * English .. Miami, Fla.
Cheryl Lynn Banks Psychology .. Lexington
Janice Ann Barber Political Science and
Journalism Perry, N. Y.
( John Henry Barksdale 111** Philosophy Paris
John Everett Barrett Sociology Lexington
Virginia Austin Bates English . Crete, III.
Barbara Purse Beach** Sociology and Geography Rockville, Md.
James Gilbert Beals History .. Ironton, O.
Tom M. Becherer** Chemlstrv Maysville
Charles Carlo Begley, Jr. * * Political Science Louisville
Carolyn Virginia Bell Sociology Attleboro, Mass.
DeNe11 Benner Bell Sociology Memphis, Tenn.
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Michael P. Bell Art .
Pamela Stevens Bell EngJish .
Roy Jones Bell III Political Science
Linda B. Bender** French .
Phillip W. Bennett" * Sociology
Charles Nicholson Benson, Jr English .
Robert Clark Bickett English .
Gail Helen Bieri Sociology
Nancy Joanne Billings French ..
Douglas Alan Billips History
Steven Barry Bing Political Science
Anna Sharon Blackburn** English
Rebekah Ann Blaine Topical .
William Edgar Blanton Chemistry
Carter Lee Blevins Chemistry .
Charles Edward Boggs PoJitical Science
Mayo Mac Boggs Art
Kay Elizabeth Bohannon English
Donna Marie Boncela * * English
Ronald Albert Borman English
Charles Perry Bosmajian, Jr. . Psychology
Susan Raye Bottom Journalism .
Craig Allen Bowles Chemistry .
Donna Sue Bowman Germanic and Classical Languages
and Literatures Louisville
Robert Moss Boxley Political Science Hopkinsville
Nancy Hudepohl Bradley English ......•...... Lexington
William Edwin Bradley" Chemistry Ashland
Susan Elizabeth Bridger . .. Topical Atlanta, Ga.
Robert B. Brockley Telecommunications Decatur, III.
Nathan Stewart Brown English Manchester, O.
Ruth Alice Bruce Sociology Lexington
Stephen Michael Bryan** Economics Louisville
David Willard Bryant" * Sociology Taylorsville
Earl Roden Bryant Psychology Lexington
Betty Jean Buckner" * Sociology .. Lexington
Jennifer Lynne Burcham English Hickman
Karen Rose Burr Sociology Cincinnati, O.
Thomas C. Butsch * ..Art Louisville
Walter Robbins Byrne, Jr. .. English Russellville
Jacquelyn Beeler Calvert Topical Bardstown
Carolyn Jane Camenisch** English Stanford
Nayna Duff Campbell English Lexington
Shanklin Boyd Cannon II Chemistry Bethel
Agnes Regina Cardin .. English Elizabethtown
Edward Sheffield Carle" History Lo'uisville
Lynn Cheryl Carlough* * Journalism Clifton, N. J
Elizabeth Ann Carpenter Political Science Harrison, N. Y.
Carolyn Lay Carr " English Harrodsburg
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NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Terrilyn Carter Psychology Lancaster
Wendell Bruce Carver History Hopkinsville
Martha Ann Cash .. English Princeton
Wanda Jean Catlett" * Germanic and Classical Languages
and Literatures Louisville
Sharon Sue Caudle Social Work Ashland
George Peter Chagalis .. Topical Lexington
Jessica Madeleine Charron Psychology and Sociology Lexington
Michelle Antoinette Charron Chemistry and Zoology Lexington
Carol Louise Chaudoin Art .. Pewee Valley
Ralph Leonard Cherry, Jr. ** French . Falls Church, Va.
Joan Leslie Clagett* * Sociology Leitchfield
Janet Hunter Clapper English .. .. Cincinnati, O.
Robert Wallace C1ark** Political Science. Little Silver, N. J.
Fred Douglas Claypool* Germanic and Classical Languages
and Literatures ...... Louisville
....... Geography ....... Paris
.Art and Topical... Springfield, Va.
.. Chemistry . . Hopkinsville
.......... Psychology . .. Lexington
..... Spanish and Italian Languages
and Literatures ...... Huntington, W. Va .
..... Chemistry ..... Paintsville
. Psychology........... Bardstown
....... Political Science Green Bay, Wis .
............... Journalism Bowling Green
........ English Elizabethtown
......... Chemistry Somerset
........ Economics Avon, O.
............ Sociology .. Chillicothe, O.
........... French . Lexington
......... Philosophy Owensboro
... English . Swarthmore, Pa.
...... Political Science Lexington




...... English Dayton, O.
..Chemistry Glasgow
.. Topical Wilmore




....... Spanish and Italian Languages
and Literatures. .. Lexington
...... English Louisville
Louise Bennett Clements




Nancy Louise Conley .....
Terry Edward Conliffe




Michael Dennis Cot leur
Charlotte Alice Cottrill*
Joyce M. Covey
Robert Schley Cox* *
Theodore Wilson Cozine**




Jane Waller Crawford* *
Herbert Creech, Jr. **




John Thomas Damron *
Phillip Dean Damron
Elizabeth Sue Daniel **
W. Diane Davis
* Degree awarded August 7, 1968
* * Degree awarded December 21, 1968
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James Robert Day** Psychology Elyria, O.
Barbara Fern DeBord Social Work Insko
Lucy Milward S. de MoveJlan* Social Work Lexington
Linda Karen Denham Psychology Somerset
Carolyn Susan Denton * Art Owensboro
Patricia Ann Dexter Psychology Louisville
Jean William Dezervllle " * History Cagny, France
Marjorie Lucille Dieck History Stroudsburg, Pa.
Betty Jo Dixon" English Louisville
Richard Grant Donato History Ligonier, Pa.
Christine Louise Donnelly English Bay Village, O.
David Robert Donovan Political Science Ft. Thomas
Kimley Nielsen Darwin Psychology Alexandria, Va.
Karin Lynn Drudge English Lexington
Jennifer Maye Duncan** Economics . Anchorage
Robert Terry Dunham .. English and Journalism.. . ..... Ft. Thomas
Mary Aileen Duvall History Miami, Fla.
B. G. Dykes . History Reading, O.
Steven Sanford Early** .Political Science Milford, O.
Martha Ann Elam Psychology Lexington
Thomas M. Elder .History .. Elizabethtown
James Lanier Elliott Arts-Law Lexington
Ronald Eugene English * * .. Philosophy . Radcliff
Howard C. Enoch Theatre Arts Hopkinsville
Linda Miller Ethington .Sociology .. . Nicholasville
James Osmund Evans" English . Owensboro
Dana Marsha Ewell Journalism Covington
Michael Joseph Fallahay English New Rochelle, N. Y.
Michael Thomas Farmer .Socia logy Houston, Tex.
Greta Gaye Fields** . . .. English and Journalism. Jenkins
Donna Patton Fiero" * English Franklin
Cheryl Lee Finke .French Kettering, O.
Carol A. Fischler English Wilmington, Del.
Michael Malone Flack Poltttcal Science Trenton
James Michael Fleming Psychology Frankfort
Louise Elizabeth Foley English Lexington
Ronda Foran History Amarilla, Tex,
Cheryl Yvonne Ford* .Art Lancaster
Ronald Ware Fore .. Political Science Ashland
James Michael Foster .Pollttcal Science Hopkinsville
Ronald Earl Foust .English Henderson
Virginia Carol Fowler English Detroit, Mich,
Joseph Gale Francis Social Work . Lexington
William Gordon Frencls" Political Science Prestonsburg
Mitchell Charles Frank Telecommunications Cincinnati, O.
Cherie Ann Franke . Psychology Louisville
Richard Watts Franklin* English Elizabethtown
Barbara Curtin Frazier* French . Roanoke, Va.
Gary Lee Fread .. History Blooming Prairie, Minn.
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Glenn M. Frederick Chemistry Louisville
David Allan Freeman .. Political Science Lexington
Robert James Fuller ... .Chemistry ... Lexington
Dianne Alexandra Gainer Psychology Ft. Thomas
Lynn Diane Gally* Sociology Ashland
Michael Ivan Gardner Sociology .. Worcester, Mass.
William Robert Garmer** Political Science Worthville
Lewis Edward Garner .. History Owensboro
Jill Anne Geiger Theatre Arts N. Merrick, N. Y.
JoAnn Catherine Geraci" Political Science. Cinnaminson, N. J.
Daniel Earl Gibson . Topical Wilmore
Gretchen Gibson Sociology . Rossville, Ga.
Susan Davis Gifford* * Sociology Winchester
Rita Lynn Givens* English Louisville
Marjorie Ann Glasson . Sociology Lexington
William Michael Goldie Arts-Law Elizabethtown
/ Charles Austin Goodman** Anthropology Glasgow
Paul C. Gordon History Frankfort
Sarah Nell Gorin ..English Glendale
Annie Tucker Gorman .Soctal Work Paducah
Mary Margaret Graham** ..History..... . Beaver Falls, Pa.
James Frederick Graves, Jr. . Chemistry Elizabethtown
Patricia Anne Greathouse" Anthropology.. . Birmingham, Ala.
James Richard Green Journalism Lexington
Martha Letitia Greene History Harlan
Kenneth B. Greenwell.. .. History Elizabethtown
Jon Carl Greiner .. Telecommunications Weirton, W. Va.
Barbara Louise Griffin ..Sociology Lexington
George William Griffith Chemistry Mt. Vernon
Madeline Bennett Griley Topical Miami, Fla.
Pamela Ann Grubbs ..English Louisville
Sally Lee Gryson .. .. Mathematics Ridgewood, N. J.
Linda Carol Guerrant English . . Oak Ridge, Tenn.
Nancy Lynn Gum Sociology Frankfort
Bruce Jerome Gumer Political Science Louisville
Gail McCallister Hackensmith* * English Lexington
William Henry Haden, Jr. History Louisville
Kathryn Hale ..Spanish and Italian Languages







........ Germanic and Classical Languages
and Literatures Ashland
.................... Telecommunications .. West Des Moines, la.
........... Journalism ....... Paintsville
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. Germanic and Classical Languages
and Literatures Apalachin, N. Y.
Charles Edward Hastie* .. Speech Lexington
James Wallace Hatchett French Henderson
Brenda Hatfield Social Work Bardstown
Oscar Hatch Hawley** .Topical Lexington
Jacqueline J. Hayden" Topical Danville
Nathaniel Brandon Haynes .. Geography.. Covington
Mary Jo Heathman History Versailles
Joyce Ann Heck .Sociology Baltimore, Md
A. Clyde Heflin, Jr. . Chemistry Winchester
Charles Frazier Henage** Psychology Lexington
Powell Griffith Henderson** English Ashland
Douglas R. Hennig** Psychology Ashland
John I. Henning Sociology Louisville
Jan Barry Henson Political Science Lexington
Ted Bryant Herbert Political Science Lexington
Elizabeth Jane Herbst Sociology .. Louisville
Glenda Rose Herron Chemistry Lexington
Sarah Kathryn Herzog* History Hawesville
Catherine Anne Hess Spanish and Italian Languages
and Literatures Whitesburg
Frank Leroy Hess Political Science Evanston, III.
Helen Patricia Hester ..English Jeffersontown
Steven Lenox Hicks Art Louisville
Robert Paul Hightower, Jr. * Political Science Benham
Kristina Gisella Hild* Psychology Westbury, N. Y.
Mary Elizabeth Hill .English Morristown, Tenn.
Joseph James Hinds .. Journalism Murray
Stephen Lyle Hixson Arts-Law Lexington
Elizabeth Graves Hoagland Theatre Arts Fern Creek
Sue Ann HObbs EngJish Barbourville
Maureen Deborah Hogan Social Work Binghamton, N. Y
Francis Larry Holbert Mathematics New Haven
Dwight Glen Holbrook Chemistry Lexington
Carlton Emmett Holland .Polltlcal Science Hopewell, Va.
Stephanie Lynn Holschlag Anthropology Greenwood, S. C.
Jefferson Mann Hooper Political Science Brownsville, Tenn.
Samuel Hayes Horn, Jr Political Science Frankfort
Todd Scott Horstrnever . .History Freeport, 111.
Margaret Alice Howell Art Washington, Conn.
Judith Maria Huber Art-Education Louisville
Karen Marie Hudson English ..
Linda Jean Huff Topical
Larry Neil Huff* * History
NAME
C. David Harrtson" "
Earl Ray Harrison
Paul Wilberforce Harrison III
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Brenda Morris Hughes* . .. Sociology ... Lexington
Ronald Douglas Hughes* Chemistry Lexington
Julie Ann Hurst .. History and French .. Chagrin Falls, O.
David Allen Hurt Theatre Arts Harrodsburg
Candace Lane Isaacs . . Psychology . Louisville
Marjorie Ann Jackson" .Sociology .. Danville
Marsha Karen Jackson .," Sociology Lexington
Arthur Elliott Jacobs Chemistry Lexington
Smith Jenkins, Jr. Zoology Lexington
Judith Gaile Jennings History Lexington
Roger Allen Jennings Psychology Ludlow
Richard Douglas Johnson Political Science Carr Creek
Linda Diane Jones Topical Freehold, N. J.
Thomas Martin Jones Political Science Salvisa
Mary Dianne Jorden" History Lexington
Mary-Elizabeth Joseph .. French ... Lexington
Susan Fletcher Jung* History New Orleans, La.
Collin Scott Kaeder .Chemistry Lexington
Jacob L. Karnes, Jr Telecommunications New Castle
Sandra Louise Kayser Psychology Louisville
Paula Derelle Kearn Sociology Ft. Mitchell
Kathleen A. Keane .. History Louisville
John B. Keddie Philosophy Lexington
John S. Keebler ..Chemistry Middletown
Edward Clay Keeton, Jr." Political Science Lexington
Thomas A. Kelemen History Lexington
Luster Ray Kemp . .. Political Science Glasgow
Karen Maria Kemper English , Cincinnati, O.
Robert Bryant Kenney, Jr. .. History Lexington
Diane Lee Kerberg .. Social Work. .. ..... Fern Creek
Christine Elizabeth Keyes English Wyoming, Mich.
Geraldine Lloyd Kiefer Sociology Lyndon
Karen Lee Kimber" * French . . Ashland
Michael Loren King Political Science and Sociology Paducah
Bruce Edward Kinney .Political Science Louisville
Gay Ann Kirk. ...Sociology " Springfield
Robert Scott Kirk, Jr. . Political Science Rumson, N. J.
Carolyn Gertrude Kirkland .. Germanic and Classical Languages
and Literatures Lebanon








...... Spanish and Italian Languages







Patricia Ann Krieger .
Susan Dolores Kunk
Connie Almgren Kurre
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......................... Germanic and Classical Languages
and Literatures Lexington
James Joseph Lambert Political Science Lexington
Clara Nell Kinner Lamkin Journalism West Uberty
Edward Patrick Lancaster, Jr. * * History Owensboro
Teresa Louise Lane English Lexington
James Carl Laramee.. . Spanish and Italian Languages
and Literatures Fayetteville, N. C.
Virginia Tolsby Larson Sociology . Danville
Mary Beth Laurell . . History Ellwood City, Pa.
Charlotte Frances Lee Social Work Lexington
David Charles Lennhoff English Fairfax, Va.
Elizabeth L. Lester French Lexington
William Edson Lester** Art. . Liberty
Catherine Baum Lewis" * English Charleston, W. Va.
Danny Randall Lewis Chemistry Mouthcard
John William Lindsey* .Art Mt. Lebanon, Pa.
Edwin Allen Logan* Political Science Frankfort
Eileen Catherine Longendyck .. English Elizabethtown
Elizabeth S. Longshore Psychology Flatwoods
Sue Carol Lorch* English .. Carrollton
Stephanie Lynn Lowder Spanish and Italian Languages
and Literatures Henderson
David J. Luckens* Sociology Lexington
Donald Walter Lynch History . Vine Grove
Marilyn D. Magazin Chemistry Louisville
D. Burton Mahone, Jr.** Radio, Television, Films Roanoke, Va.
Michael J. Marlowe .. English .. Chattanooga, Tenn.
Douglas Roy Marshall .Telecommunications Chevy Chase, Md.
Patricia Emilie Marshall .. Sociology Kennett Square, Pa.
Thomas Alan Marshall Political Science Anchorage
Charles Edwin Martin III Economics Louisville
John Richard Martin* Political Science. Harrodsburg
Linda Asbury Martin Spanish and Italian Languages
and Literatures ..... Frankfort
Richard Wesley Martin* English Lexington
Timothy W. Martin. . Economics Henderson
Angel Manuel Martinez .French Odenton, Md
Howard Gary Mason Psychology Lexington
John Carl Matheny..... . .. Psychology Burlington
William Taylor Mattingly, Jr Chemistry Clay
Ann Levering May Chemistry Covington
Bonnie Wheeler May Sociology Lexington
John Eric Maziarz Political Science Levittown, Pa.
Nancy Jean MacLean* * Political Science Nashville, Tenn.
Marian Gail McAJister** Political Science Lexington
NAME
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...... Spanish and Italian Languages
and Literatures Paris
Judith Ellen McCabe .. Political Science East Orange, N. J.
Toni Jean McCain .. Sociology .. Lexington
Susan Grimes McEwen* English Lexington
Jerry T. McGee. .. Political Science and Sociology. Gllberrsvllle
Shela A. McFarlin** " Anthropology Vine Grove
Tom Oak McGuire, Jr. . Chemistry Prestonsburg
Mary Vick McKelvey** English Mayfield
Linda Louise McKinley* * ..Chemistry Columbia
Maudye Colleen McKinley Topical Owensboro
Taft Avent McKinstry Mathematics . .. Versailles
William J. McMahon, Jr. . Arts-Law Lexington
Joseph Michael Medley** Political Science Elizabethtown
John M. Meisburg* Political Science Louisville
Dixie Jo Merriam Topical Louisville
Martin Joseph Meyer Sociology Covington
Paul Steven Meyer* Psychology Covington
Jeffrey Miller Psychology West Reading, Pa.
Michael Glenn Miller** Political Science Greensburg
Valyrie Alene Mills English Fairfax, Va.
Alice Gunnison Milner* .. Sociology Glenview
Stephen Dale Milner Political Science and History. .. Louisville
Hendree Brinton Milward, Jr. * History .. Lexington
Kathryn Melton Miniaci Social Work Huntington, W. Va.
Ned Allen Minor** English . Louisville
William Earl Mitchell .. Political Science Clay
Virginia Lynn Monarch Sociology Levittown, Pa.
Donald E. Monroe .. History Louisville
Aubrey Ray Mooney Political Science Lexington
Beverly Marlene Moore History .. .. Grundy, Va.
James Gregory Moore Political Science Henderson
Rebecca Burwell Moore* English .. .. Lexington
Douglas Kent Morrison Political Science Fair Lawn, N. J.
Terry Lee Morrison Political Science Columbia
James Edward Moss Economics Elsmere
Pamela Ann Mueller** English .. Sulphur
Janis Elaine Muir* Psychology Acton, Mass.
Judith Ann Muller English Columbia, S. C.
Gordon L. Mullis, Jr.** Psychology Lexington
Linda Ellen Murphy Sociology Webster, N. Y.
Sharon Estelle Myrick Sociology Jacksonville, Fla.
Elizabeth Ann Nader English Ludlow
Michael Byron Neikirk ..Mathematics Lexington
Elizabeth Logan Nelson Engfish Pittsburgh, Pa.
Patricia Anne Nickell English Lexington
James Bernard Nolan Political Science Alexandria, Va.
Sharon Lee Norman. .. .. History Baltimore, Md.
William B. Norment, Jr Political Science Henderson
ADDRESS
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Penny Gail North .Soc!al Work
Lawrence Wayne Nunemaker Chemistry
Donald Elmer Nute, Jr Philosophy ..
John W. Oakley..... . Political Science
Jo Stober Obst** . Philosophy
Edwin Wakefield Ockerman** Sociology
Marguerite Marie Ogden Philosophy
Joseph Dean O'Leary** Political Science .
William Walter O'Nan .. . Chemistry
Earl Barry Oremus** English
Frank Brian Orletskv" " History
Barbara Joan Orr English
Nanette Sue Owen** Art-Education
Robert Jeter Paddock** Radio, Television, Films
Bruce B. Page Political Science
Rodney Fred Page* Political Science
Howard Cobb Parker ..Political Science
Charles David Patrick ...... Psychology
David Lee Patton .Arts-Law .
Philip Edwin Paulin .Political Science ..
Dana Lynn Paulson** Geography .
John Edward Pearce** . . .. Political Science
Donna Brawner Penrose Social Work
Margaret Miriam Perry English
William Redding Peters "" Radio, Television, Films
Taressa Darlene Petty Topical .
Elaine Pheifer . English.
Rick Phillips English
Thomas Cole Phipps* * Political Science
Beverly Ann Pierce Journalism
Karen Eileen Plouvier* Sociology
Carolyn Frances Poppell" * Psychology
Gayle Morgan Powell* Political Science
James Albert Powell, Jr.. . Journalism
Bryan Neale Prater Chemistry
Barbara Lee Preston Sociology
Jan Lee Prickett. . History
Garis Lawson Pruitt" Political Science
Carolyn Frances Purcell Chemistry .
Paula Jean Quire . Social Work ..
Michael Douglas Ragland* * Arts-Law
Lucille Rainey English
Don G. Reda * Music
Myrtle Elizabeth Reece English
Frances Adele Reeves** English
Kathy Ann Reimers Chemistry
Beverly Burton Reynolds Telecommunications
Bruce Montgomery Reynolds" History
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.... Germanic and Classical
and Literatures
Karen Leslie Runyon .Soclal Work.
Martha Weakley Rush ...... History
John McCord Rutland .. History
Eric Clinton Sallee" Art .
James Stephen Sanders Political Science
Joanne Warinner Sawyer Topical
Elizabeth Edna Schaaf Sociology
Patricia Schtehser Social Work ..
F. Eugene Schwerman English
Antonio Bruno Scorsone French
Harry Burgoyne Scott 111 Ph ilosophy
Ann Stewart Scroggin .. English
Julie Beth Sea .. Social Work
George Thomas Seagraves. .. Psychology
Sandra Margo Sebald Art ..
Michael Sebastian English
Mary Catherine See fie History .
William Leslie Shaffer Psychology
Gayle B. Shelton English
Jeneva Marianne Shelton ..Art
Kathryne Duco Shelton English
Thomas Roger Shecon" ..Anthropology
Robert Samue' Shipp .Chemistry
David Shraberg Chemistry
Martha Elin Sik . Topical
Robert Matteson Slrne!s History
Elizabeth May Simmerman History





















































Robert Ewing Rice III
Gary Joseph Richardson






Gerald Jack Ronayne .....
Dana Frances Rose
Howard Kay Rosenberg
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MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
............ Engl ish Lexington
Political Science Hardinsburg
.......... Political Science .. Zanesville, O.
...... Political Science Ft. Thomas
...... Chemistry.............. Inez
.. History................ Ironton, O.
..." EngJish . Irvington
......... Germanic and Classical Languages
and Literatures ........ Lexington
.. Anthropology .. .. Kingsport, Tern.
... Spanish and Italian Languages
and Literatures Paducah
Larry Allen Smith** ..Sociology Lexington
Vernon Milton Smith** Geography... Lexington
Clifton Boyle Sobel Telecommunications . Nashville, Tenn.
John B. Southard, Jr. ...Chemistry Anchorage
John Calvin Speer .. Political Science Memphis, Tenn.
Barbara Lois Spencer** English McDaniels
Carolyn E. Spencer" * .. French West liberty
Sammy Joe Spradlin** Political Science ...... Ashland
Anna Lynn Staley. . English .. Louisville
Philip Andrew Stalnaker Psychology Pikeville
Michael Hunter Stamper** English Shelbyville
Mary Anna Staples SOcial Work Harrodsburg
Ellen Elizabeth Steele" .Psychology Ashland
Kenneth Doyle Steely Chemistry " Corbin
Michael L Stewart" Psychology Lexington
Janice Rose Stith English Rineyville
Paul Darryl Stith English Lexington
Danny Kay Stockton Sociology Alb,my
Kirk Shelton Stone Political Science Central City
Molly Jo Strader** English Louisville
Carol Anne Strange* Chemistry Bardstown
James Cole Strode Political Science Lexington
James Elbert Sturdivant History Leburn
Stephen Paul Sturgil History Florence
Joseph Newton Suitor, Jr. . Sociology Princeton
Paul Ernest Sullivan Arts-Law Lexington
Claudia Kay Jeffrey Svara .Sociology .... Avondale Estates, Sa
Wendy Elizabeth Swanson ..... Psychology .. Erie, Pa.
Amelia Denton Sympson. ...Journalism Lexington







..... Social Work .....
NAME




Eddie A. Slone * *
Carolyn Sue Smith *
Charlene Smith ...
Dana McIntosh Smith**
David Glenn Smith .
Katherine Annette Smith * *
Mary Wickliffe Talbott ...
James E. Terdto ...
Jeanette Hemlepp Taylor"
Joyce Jayne Thomas
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NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Richard Carlton Thornton" * .. Speech Lexington
Cheryl Rae Tieman Sociology . Cincinnati, O.
Bobby Lloyd Tingle* ..Chemistry . Georgetown
Alfred Richard Todini** Political Science Lexington
Shirley Ann Trenary** Mathematics Alexandria, Va.
Thomas Thornton Tucker Chemistry Bradfordsville
William Thomas Tucker* English Lexington
Jill B. Tumpson Political Science Uniontown, Pa.
Gerald Lynn Underwood Chemistry Lexington
Carol Lee Van Doren Sociology . Lexington
John Hart Van Meter* Chemistry Lexington
Suzanne K. Van Meter .. Social Work Albion, Ind.
Robert Neil Vannoy Sociology .. Ft. Mitchell
Stephen Lloyd Varble" .. .. English Owensboro
Norman Vinson" Topical Fairfax, Va.
Rebecca Carol Wade-** English Lexington
Thomas Houston Waggener* Music . Clay
Jerry Lee Waikins** Chemistry Covington
James Donald Wainscott" * Art .. Florence
Kathleen Walker Mathematics Louisville
Ann Eleanor Wallace .. Topical .. Saddle River, N. J.
Karen Walters Spanish and Italian Languages
and Literatures Cincinnati, O.
Mary Alice Walz .. French Lexington
Mary Lynn Wamstad Social Work Paducah
Frank Hill Warnock History Greenup
Richard Stanton Wasley* * History Westwood, Mass.
Carl Thomas Watkins. ...Political Science Lexington
Thomas Clark Weberling** Radio, Television, Films Elmhurst, Ill.
Ronald Dale Weddle Chemistry Liberty
John A. Welch* * History . Covington
Mary Harrington Welch History . Lexington
Charles Michael Welsh* Sociology.. . Pittsburgh, Pa.
Scott Thomas Wendelsdorf Political Science Lexington
John William Westbrook III ..Philosophy Lexington
Rebecca Lee Westerfield Chemistry Benton
Stephen Joseph Westerfield History Hartford
Carolyn Wheeler Journalism College Park, Ga.
Dale Arthur Wheeler Mathematics Clarksville, Tenn.
Erna Elise White** History......... Mt. Sterling
William White III Chemistry Lexington
Michele Mason Wilder English Covington
Mary Elizabeth Wilkes English Lexington
Barbara L. Willett History Bardstown
Keith Arno Williams ..English .... Madisonville
Theodore Gregory Williams* .. Political Science ... Lexington
Gregory Lane Williamson .Economics . Fulton
Thomas Lynn Williamson* English Fulton
Gregory Hicks Wilmoth ...Anthropology Elizabethtown
* Degree awarded August 7, 1968
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David Lee Wilson English louisa
JoAnn Hill Wilson* Social Work. Lexington
Patricia Ann Wilson Psychology Bethesda, Md.
Robert F. Wilson Chemistry Vanceburg
Janice Witzer .. Sociology . . Louisville
Kenneth Barry Wolin Psychology Brooklyn, N. Y.
Marcia Jean Wonn History Russell
Kenneth Ray Wood * * . .. Sociology Bagdad
Suzanna Sands Wood** English ..... Bagdad
Myra Priest Wooldridge* * English Lexington
Steven Craig Worrell... . Political Science Grand Junction, Col.
Nolan Winston Wright, Jr Psychology Lexington
Robert Warren Young Chemistry Harrodsburg
Trudy Ann Yuki . Psychology Kittery, Me.
Julia Louise Zachem Psychology Shelbyville
Ann Lawrence Zimmer** English Lexington
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE'"
NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
William Marshall Acree Microbiology Erlanger
James Tandy Allen Zoology Madisonville
Winifred Ann Andrew Microbiology Lebanon, Pa.
William Morton Andrews** Zoology Lexington
Aubrey Louis Armstrong Zoology Lexington
Paul Stephen Armstrong Arts-Medicine Ashland
Larry Keith Ball Microbiology Ashland
Gene P. Bender" * Chemistry . Fairfax, Va.
Stephen Hayes Benedict Microbiology Wheelwright
Robert A. Biddle Zoology Alexandria
Christopher Anthony Boarman Zoology... Lexington
John Walter Boone Physics Howardstown
Brenda Kathleen Boutin* Microbiology Ashland
Michael Ray Boyd Chemistry . Lexington
Gail Jean Brandt .. Microbiology Louisville
Henry Brazzell 111 Mathematics Clinton
Philip Allen Bryan . Mathematics . Bedford
Carolyn Butler* * Chemistry Cambridge, Mass
Robert Paul Calhoun, Jr. * Hygiene and Public Health Owensboro
Gerald Alan Campbell Physics Lexington
Walter Louis Cheatham Mathematics Bradfordsville
Gary Michael Cleaver ...Microbiology _. .. Mount Olivet
Robert Mason Coleman, Jr. * Arts-Medicine Hopkinsville
John Howard Colliver Hygiene ami Public Health Cave City
Richard R. Conley Physics.. Ashland
Robert Anthony Cooney... .. Mathematics Georgetown
Margaret Lemoine Cox" Mathematics Owensboro
Bruce Harold Coyer Psychology Lexington
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Gregory Frank Crane .... . Microbiology
Donald Slider Crumbo* Arts-Medicine
Xenia P. Culbertson ... .. .. Botany ..
Gregory D. Daugherty ... Zoology
Evelyn Jeffries Davis** . Zoology
Gloria Jean Davis* .. .. ... Mathematics
William Patrick Diamond .. Geology ...
Dana W. Diedrich ...... Microbiology
Richard Kenneth Dunham * .. Psychology
James Clifton Eaves, Jr. * Mathematics
E. Glenna Fowler Microbiology
Roger Arnold Freeman, Jr. . Arts-Medicine
Woodrow W. Friend, Jr Zoology ..
Fred V. Gager Microbiology .
Janice Louise George Psychology
Fred James Giglia .. Chemistry
Gregory Lawrence Goranflo Zoology
Richard Ralph Goranflo Zoology ..
Francis Gerald Greenwell Mathematics
McDonald Gray, Jr. * * Mathematics ....
James Dennis Hagan Computer Science
David Wayne Hall Zoology
Marylynn Hall Mathematics
Thomas Michael Hall** .Psychology
Benjamin Robinson Harper Mathematics
Richard Allen Hartley Mathematics
Thomas Leslie Hearn Chemistry
linda Marilyn Henry Psychology
Mary Faith Hershey" Topical: Biological
Elizabeth Adams Hill Mathematics ......
Donald Joseph Hillenmeyer, Jr. ...Botany
Carol Jean Hoskins Chemistry
Charles Richard Hughes Zoology
James Mark Huntsman .. Arts-Dentistry ...
Susan Shaw Jackson .... Zoology
James Stewart Johnson" * .. Botany
John Thomas Johnson" ...Geology
Virginia Paulette Jones .. Microbiology
Ellen Jamison Kennedy" * Mathematics
Bernard Edward Keough Arts-Dentistry
Betty Gyman Keown** Mathematics
Charles Milton Kidwell** .Physics
linda Griffith King* * .Microbiology
Stanley Frank Kondreckl " .Hygiene and Public Health
Sandra Marie Krampitz .Mathematics
David Rittenhouse Kuhn Arts-Dentistry
Benjamin Kutnicki Zoology ........
Margaret Miller Layson** .Mathematics
Janeth Sue Leathers ....... Mathematics
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Jeffrey Louis Liebert Mathematics .. Louisville
Henry Clay Locklar 111"" Mathematics Lexington
Lee Reed Lorch . Topical Lexington
Michael Jay Lorch Mathematics Louisville
John Louis LoSchiavo Zoology Lexington
John Daniel Lyons"" . Psychology Monticello
Gerald Clinton Mcintosh Arts-Medicine Brookville, O.
Clifford P. McQuesten .. Mathematics ...... South Shore
Bruce Lawrence Macdonald .. ...Microbiology Fair Lawn, N. J.
Judy Carol Mahaffey. .Mathematics Beattyville
Patricia Carol Mahany" * Sociology .. Fairborn, O.
Doris Magruder Matlack Microbiology Lexington
Robert Preston Meriwether Zoology Paducah
Frederick William Meyer, Jr. Zoology Beckley, W. Ya.
Don Richard Mimlitch" Computer Science Lexington
Mary Catherine Moerlein"" Botany Lexington
Robert H. Moore Mathematics Burlington
Norman W. Morgan"" Chemistry .. Louisville
Linda Joan Moses"" Topical West Hartford, Conn.
Laura Frances Mullikin Mathematics Franklin
Richard Keith Mullins .. .. Arts-Dentistry Pleasureville
Robert Bruce Muncy, Jr Zoology Hazard
James Ken Nishimoto. .. Zoology Takoma Park, Md.
Stanley J. Opella Chemistry N. Brunswick, N. J.
Daria Julie Ortynsky .. . Zoology .. .. Bel Air, Md.
Katherine Marie Oweda"" Mathematics Cumberland
Wendell Henry Patrick Mathematics Salyersville
Paul Anthony Pelqen .Chemistry Ft. Thomas
Thomas Michael Powell Mathematics Richmond
Sue Glenn Powers .Chemistry Owensboro
Richard Keenus Preston .Chemistry Elizabethtown
Peter Elliott Prlce "" Geofogy Lexington
Gregory Wayne Rambicure Microbiology Lexington
Helen Ann Rash Microbiology Winchester
Phyllis Rae Ratliff Microbiology Mt. Sterling
Presley Orelle Reed, Jr. .. Arts-Medicine Memphis, Tenn.
Larry Randall Rhodes Geology . Lexington
Danny Duncan Ross . Arts-Dentistry Horse Cave
Dorothy Lee Rouse Mathematics.. . Carrollton
Larry Wayne Routt Mathematics Louisville
Harleston Earle Runion III ..Zoology Anchorage
Alice Elizabeth Russell Microbiology Louisville
Marie Anne Jeannette Saenz .Zoology Lexington
William Marion Sandefur Physics Beaver Dam
James Andrew Schill" Hygiene and Public Health Sioux City, la.
Carolyce Ann Schmidt .. Zoology Sarasota, Fla.
Lathan Edwards Settle" Arts-Medicine Princeton
Robert Earl Sexton. .. Zoology Fern Creek
Larry Robert Shapero Arts-Dentistry Lexington
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NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
James Franklin Shaw Zoology Williamsburg
I
Darrell McDonald Sheets . ..Arts-Dentistry Denison, la.
Roy Michael Sheetz .. Physics Shelbyville
William Daniel Shepherd" ..Arts-Dentistry Owensboro
Steven Anderson Short .. Microbiology Lexington
Patricia Wykstra Sickles * * Mathematics . Lexington
Joseph Leonard Siemer Microbiology Ludlow
Mary Isabel Simmerman Mathematics Decatur, Ga.
Gale Rosalind Simpson .Zoology Ashland
Horace Grant Skaggs, Jr. * Arts-Dentlstrv Ashland
Sally Miller Spilker Mathematics Birmingham, Mich.
Wanda Dixon Spisak Mathematics Covington
John Kenneth Stahl Mathematics Garden City, N. Y.
Phillip Wayne Steed . Physics Ironton, O.
Herman Alvin Stephens" Zoology Lexington
Bruce W. Stith . Botany....... Ekron
Patrick Sumner .. Zoology Louisville
William Walter Taylor Mathematics Winchester
lawrence Andrew Theriot" * Chemistry Louisville
Donald Clarke Thurber ..... .. Psychology Frankfort
Charles William Tingle** Mathe~atics Lexington
Paul Edward Tipton* Chemistry.. .. " Hickman
Willis R. Todd* * .Zoology " Lexington
James Lee Tretter Mathematics ". Covington
John Gary Turner Zoology Paintsville
Marc Chisholm Turner** .. Chemistry Aurora, Ill.
Barbara Jean Utz Chemistry Flatwoods
Beverly Jeanne Vance" . Arts-Medicine Louisville
Bruce Vincent Waddell Physics and Mathematics St. Charles, Va.
Cinda Janeese Wall...... . Psychology Cincinnati, O.
Wayne Samuel Weaver Mathematics St. Albans, W. Va.
Mary Jane White Psychology .. Lexington
Stephen Edward White Geography Frankfort
Kenneth Allen Whitt* Psychology Ashland
Gregory John Willett ...Chemistry Lexington
Harold Elwood Winter, Jr. . ..Mathematics Lexington
Thomas Lynn Wright Microbiology .. .. Lexington
Raymond K. Ziamal Zoology Lynch
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS IN JOURNALISM'"
NAME
Randy Wayne Barker .
Robert Lincoln Bradshaw * *
Michael Edward Cassity* ...
Cheryl Lynn Comer







* Degree awarded August 7, 1968
** Degree awarded December 21, 1968








Robert Corlew Owen *












.. East Aurora, N. Y.










Stephanie H. Jones" *
Patricia Lynn Lasswell ....
Anne Franklyn Marlowe
James Tillett Merton**
Emily Jane Miller* *
Carolyn Patton Moore.
Phillip Eugene Moore**





Evelyn Kay Schuermeyer .
Elisabeth Ann Tuttle* *



























CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF MUSIC'"
* Degree awarded August 7, 1968
** Degree awarded December 21, 1968




CHARLES ELMER BARNHART, Associate Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN AGRICULTURE'"
NAME ADDRESS
James Leslie Adams .. Ashland
Raymond Loyd Ard West Somerset
Albert Woodrow Armstrong, Jr. . Shelbyville
John King Augsburg . Auburn, Ala.
Robert Michael Bach * * .. Alexandria
Barney Osric Barnett" * Harrodsburg
Robert Edmond Barton .. Lexington
Barry Lee Boltn " * .... Clinton
Ralph T. Bradford * * Butler
Donald Roy Brame" * Hopkinsville
Vernon Clay Brown . Bloomfield
James Alfred Brumagem** .. Mt. Olivet
Judith MariaAnn Butler .. Tom's River, N. J.
Brenda Marie Carlson * * .. Jamestown, N. Y.
Horace Nicholson Carter" * . .. Stanford
Ronald Douglas Catchen" Nancy
Calvin Russell Chaney** Campbellsville
Jimmie Richard Childers** . Lexington
Dick Lamar Conger** ..... Chattanooga, Tenn.
James Wayne Crouse . Dixon
John Wayne Crowder" * Owenton
James Anthony Crum** . .. Nippa
Alfred Reeves Davie Hopkinsville
Joe Bland Davis Springfield
Silas E. Deane Owensboro
David Earl Douglas Eminence
James Byron Dunsmore" * . Danville
William David Ellington Owingsville
Louis Frank Elllott " * Lebanon
) K~nneth Edward Embry* .... Leitchfield
Willis Gayle Faust" * .. Georgetown
Edward F. Fegenbush Louisville
James W. Fegenbush, Jr., * Louisville
John Reed Fendley LaGrange
Frank ,\. Figg* * Cropper
Robert Benjamin Fisher" Moscow, O.
William Carrol! Flsher " * Winchester
t Darwin Vance Foley" * Paint Lick
* Degree awarded August 7, 1968
* * Degree awarded December 21, 1968








Carl Henry Haaga 111* ...
Patrick Moran Henderson" *
Stephen Rodney Henshaw .
Susan Schnorbach Hildebran ..
Ted A. Holbrook * *
Tommie Wallace Howard .
Carter Leroy Humphrey" *
Virginia Ellen Hyland
Larry Ray King
Rick Alan LaBore .
Dennis David Lair .
Thomas Bryan Lockhart" *
Judith Ann Lowe ....
Gayle L. Mainguth * *
Richard Lynn Major* * .
James Richard Markham .. . .
Robert Gerald Mason * *
Linda Lee Matheny* *
James Rollins May .
Diane Shaun McCarthy.




Kenneth Hubert Mohr .
Mary Lucy Montefusco * *
Dwain Moore** ...
James Gladin Morrison
Robert L. Murphy ...
Robert F. Pace III
MaryAnn Pasqualone" "
Ellis Lee Pennington** ..
Virgil Lee Quisenberry
Darte! Edwin Rexroat .....
Roscoe Jimmy Robinson**
Mary Louise Sandford.
Betty Gean Schaber .
David Leo Schlaug .




Thomas Lee Stephenson, Jr.
Lonnie Ray Stewart.
David A. Stiles" *
* Degree awarded August 7, 1968
** Degree awarded December 21, 1968
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ADDRESS





















































Winston P. Swango" .
Edward Alvin Tingle .
Carolyn Craft Turner .
Keenan Van Turner
George Parke Vehslage .
Barbara Grace Verplank .
Rue Wallace
Joseph Irvin Wathen, Jr.
Lowell Dana Watson ..
Lawrence Clinton Webster" *
Paula Whitehead
John Michael Whitt""
Warren Thomas Wilson** ..
Leon C. Withers .
( Lu Anne Wright
"Degree awarded August 7, 1968






















ROBERT MORTIMER DRAKe, JR" Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING'"
NAME ADDRESS
John Frank Hammons Barbourville
Wilburn Curtis Jackson . Flat Lick
Shelby Charles Jert" * . Cox's Creek
Eddie G. Steward* * . Sturgis
Larry D. Swetnam * * . Lexington
NAME
Walter Ray Allen** .
Robert Joe Avery




Albert Bond Clarke, Jr.
Danny Hager Crank
Robert Howard Curtis
Danny Joe Gipson .
Ronald Lee Harness
Howard Edward Irvin, Jr.
Thomas Clarence Kolb
Dana Olin Ladd ..
Richard Wayne Lee
Jon Wayne McKinney .
Jerry Wayne Purdom
William Howard Russell























CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN CHEMICAL ENG1NEER1NG***
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN CIVIL ENGINEERING'"
NAME ADDRESS
Beverly Quinton Allen Winchester
Ralph K. Anderson, Jr. . . Burkesville
James Gary Back * * . Lexington
Harold Lewis Baldridge** Prestonsburg
~ Degrees awarded August 7, 1968
~~ Degree awarded December 21, 1968




Carl Thomas Ball................... . Warsaw
Lee B. Benson" * . Central City
John Dudley Brown" .. Lewisburg
Jerry Wesley Buchanan . Greensburg
Sener Calis .. . Lexington
James Barrett Carr* * Alexandria
Robert Marvin Carrico* * .. Madisonville
Janet R. Coffey .. Covington
John McMurtry Crossfield Lawrenceburg
James Everett Daniel* Russellville
Stephen Paul Deats . Akron, O.
Albert Lewis Entwistle, Jr. . Louisville
lindon Wayne Estes .. .. Waynesburg
Gary Virgil Fitzgerald. .. Stanford
Amir Mansoor Fouladgar .. Lexington
John Jacob Gander Danville
Gordon Reed Garner" * .. Lexington
Gary Nelson Hamby. .. White Plains
Arthur Wilcoxen Hatfield Bardstown
Kenneth Gene Holbrook" . Lexington
Thomas D. Johnson. Louisville
Michael A. Kah** Jeffersontown
Green Lowell Keith Manchester
Kenneth Howard Kennedy" * . Louisville
Jeffrey Peter Krull. Shamokin, Pol.
Walter Burl Lovell .. Paris
Kerry Payne Magan * * .. ; .. Olaton
George Daniel Martin Bloomfield
Donald Eugene Mayo * * . Lexington
William Thomas McKee** Huntington, W. Va.
Joe Porter McLean .. Russellville
Charles Dudley Moore, Jr. Flemingsburg
Cass Thomas Napier. .. Tompkinsville
Joseph Michael Osborne** Lexington
John Young Parsley . London
Ronnie Lee Pfaff* * . Corbin
Ray Clifton Peden Frankfort
Stanley Sam Phillips Hopkinsville
Jerry Gordon Pigman** Lexington
Assaf S. Rahal Lexington
Charles Stanley Raymer Lexington
Charles Wayne Reichenbach . Mt. Sterling
George Edmund Rice, Jr. Lexington
Charles Thomas Riddle Madisonville
Earnest Otto Robbins II Maysville
Harry Louis Ross " * . Covington
Howard Joseph Rutka .... North Versailles, Pa.
Daniel L. Shoemaker Lexington
Bruce Spence Siria** Madisonville
* Degree awarded August 7, 1968
** Degree awarded December 21, 1968
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NAME
Marshall Forrest Smith** .. .
William Van Dyke Stewart** .
John Sory Tapp, Jr. * * . .
Jerry Allan Taylor .
David Paul Vanleuven . ..
Joseph Brown Venable** .. .
Arthur Everett Walker, Jr.
Waller Myers Welch** .
Larry Emerson Whaley* *












CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING"·
NAME ADDRESS
Robert Daniel Adams .. . Winchester
Carl Crittenden Ashby III .. Madisonville
Walter Edward Barker .. Franklin Square, N. Y.
Jerry Elmer Barnes McHenry
James Wayne Bates Lexington
Donald Keith Belcher" Pikeville
Richard Alan Blais" Versailles
James Robert Boyd. Lexington
Elvin C. Bryant" * Lexington
Philip Camill, Jr. Lexington
James Rodney Cox* * Louisville
Andrew Wade Crawford Colorado Springs, Colo
Robert Danny Cupp Louisville
Robert Henry Denton long Island, N. Y.
Heston Joseph Driskell...................... Henderson
George Vassilios Drttses" * Lexington
Joseph John Farcht" * Lexington
Demetrios E. Fragoulis* . Lexington
James Albert Freeman" .. Davis, Calif.
James Paul Grange . Lexington
David Edward Halley** Lexington
John Wayne Hallmark .. . Hebbardsville
Kenneth Alan Hazelwood .... Corydon
Paul Marion Heineman .. .. Somerset
James Henry Hubbard* Lexington
Teddy Lee langley** Palm Bay, Fla.
Thomas Reginald lowery Lexington
Harvey R. Markham** Lexington
John Barry McDermott Paris
John R. Moeller louisville
George William Mohns, Jr. * Louisville
Stephen Eugene Morgan * * lexington
Robert Burton Pantle .. Owensboro
* Degree awarded August 7, 1968
** Degree awarded December 21, 1968




Robert L. Paterson Nicholasville
Bing Michael Potts ... New Martinsville, W. Va.
Darrell Quillen"" Deane
Frank Spalding Reid"" Louisville
Paul Kermit Roberts"" .. Monticello
James A. Rodgers .. Frankfort
David Allison Sprincer" " .. Henderson
Larry Morgan Steele Florence
Charles Allen Thomas"" . .. Lexington
Lowell Cecel Thornbury"" Ashland
Stanley Tillett, Jr."" Alexandria
Lee Trover Todd, Jr." .. Earlington
William George Trobaugh" . Oak Park, Mich.
Joseph Robert Weddle"" . Lexington
William Martin Whtte" " Hopkinsville
Glen Maurice Williams Louisville
James Terry Willingham Fulton
Andrew Kirk York"" . Louisa




( Thomas Enos Alves Henderson
Kenneth Baxter . Lexington
Ronald Winfield Bice"" Trenton, N. J.
Michael David Blair"" . Bardstown
Joseph Alexander Blazie"" Frankfort
Robert Leo Bowling, Jr."" . Loretto
John Michael Cohen Henderson
Walter Payne Coleman III Lexington
Floyd Van Cook" . Danville
Ronald Cary Danle!"" . Leitchfield
Lynn F. Dennis" . Lancaster
Wehrle L. Fox"" Louisville
Forrest Edwin Frazier, Jr."" .. Lexington
William Abner Freeman, Jr."" Louisville
Robert Harold Gallt" Yardley, Pa.
Robert Edward Hall................... Louisville
George Richard Harter"" Middletown, O.
Daniel Martinus Hennekes"" .. Highland Heights
Thomas Eugene Hickey Erlanger
Joseph S. Ho . Lexington
Gary Reed Holland .. " Calvert City
Theodore Hopwood II Owensboro
Norman Dean Hoverman Lexington
Layton Terrell Hulette ..... Frankfort
"Degree awarded August 7, 1968
"" Degree awarded December 21, 1968




William Cecil Hurt II .
Paul Dennig Kaiser* *
Oliver Miles Kinkead**
James Ernest Knight* *
Fred Reynolds Koury .
Ronn Jan Leaf .
Michael Scott McCartney ..
William Edwin McKinney* * ..
Michael Alan Pollock" * .
David Burger Ratterman** .
Gary Kenneth Reed* * .. .
William Thomas Reeves 111 .
Clyde Reynolds, Jr. * * .....
Maynard Wayne Robertson ......



































CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING'"
NAME






... Greenville, S. C.
* Degree awarded August 7, 1968
* * Degree awarded December 21, 1968




GEORGE W. DENEMARK, Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS IN EDUCATION'"
( NAME MAJOR SUBJ ECT ADDRESS
Susan Starr Ackman** Elementary Education Westfield, N. J.
Catherine Rose Adams French and History Lexington
Beverly Newton Adkins Elementary Education Harrodsburg
Thomas Lee Adkins * * Recreation Flatwoods
Judy Gail Akers .. Elementary Education Banner
Mary Therese Clair Aldinger* Mathematics Lexington
t Terri Lee Vance Alexander** Elementary Education Lexington
Billie Jean Allen Elementary Education Pikeville
Joann M. Allen Elementary Education Jackson
Thomas Eugene Allen** German and Physical Education .. Vine Grove
Margaret Marie Alltson " English (Junior High) Lexington
Janet Sue Anderson Elementary Education Lexington
Marilyn Vire Anderson** Elementary Education (Special:
Mental Retardation) Monticello
... History-Geography Birmingham, Ala .
............. Chemistry Ashland
........... Biological Science and Geography .. LOuisville
............ History, Political Science and
Biological Science Shelbyville
Julia Ann Arterberry... . Elementary Education Richmond
Sara Margaret Ashcraft** Elementary Education Covington
Carolyn Cleo Atchley·· .. . .. Special Education: Speech and
~ Hearing Lambertville, N. J.
April Dianne Be as "" History and Political Science Henderson
Connie Jean Bailey. . Mathematics and English Ashland
Bunny B. Baldwin History Bridgman, Mich.
Drenda J. Barber Business Education: Secretarial .. Norwood, O.
linda Mae Barker·· Business Education Ashland
Harry Larkin Barnes History (Junior High) Lexington
Susan Adelia Barnes Health and Physical Education .. Rochelle, 111.
Wilma Haverly Barnstable·· History and Political Science LOuisville
Julia Johnson Barret" Social Studies Hazard
Janice Susan Barthle Elementary and Special Education:
Educable Mentally Retarded .... Lexington
.Health and Physical
Education ...... Cliffside Park, N. J.







* Degree awarded August 7, 1968
* * Degree awarded December 21, 1968
*** Degrees not previously awarded will be conferred May 12, 1969, if all requirements
are met
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NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Jewell Hoskins Beasev" .. Business Education: Secretarial Lexington
Peter Wade Beaty .. Elementary Education .... . . .... Wilmore I
Priscilla Passmore Beaujean . Elementary Education New Rochelle, N. Y.
Rebecca Ann Begin Mathematics Lextnqton
Deanna Burleson Belneke English Ft. Thomas
Harold Grant Bell" Social Studies Cynthiana
Sandra S. Bell* Special Education: Speech and
Hearing Therapy ....
Elementary Education




..... Business Education: General
..... Health and Physical Education
















......... Business Education ....




............. English (Junior High)
............. English and History
......... Health, Physical Education,
and Recreation Media, Pa.
James Milton Brooks Business Education .. Pineville
Aleene Brown .. Social Studies (Junior
High) West Prestonsburg
.............. Business Education <General
Business) . Stanton
Elementary Education Lawrenceburg
.. Health, Physical Education, and
Recreation Jamestown, N. Y.
EIizabeth Gay Bennett" *
Jove Alice Bennett
Ruth Harris Bennett" *
Barbara Sue Berry .
Linda Louise Bezold
Donald Edward Bingham**





Dianne Holt Blalr " *













Whitney Janet Bray* *
Victoria Ruth Breeze
Gail Ann Bridwell**






* Degree awarded August 7, 1968
































.............. Elementary Education Florence
.Elementary Education Middletown
............. Health, Physical Education, and
Recreation ... .. ....... Pascagoula, Miss.
James Walker Bryant English and Political Science .. Campbellsville
Edward Theodore Buerkle History, Geology, and Geography Louisville
Bettina Lynn Burchett English Paintsville
Bonnie Burdzy . Elementary Education Clifton, N. J.
asan Elizabeth Burgess** . Elementary Education ..... Louisville
Karen-Sue Burnett Health, Physical Education end
Recreation McLean, Va .
........... Elementary Education Louisville
.. Elementary Education Eubank
.... Elementary Education Leeco
............... History ..... Hopkinsville
.... Business Education: Secretarial .... Princeton
...... History and English (Junior High) Hitchins
.................. History and Political Science Loutsvllle
........... Special Education: Speech and
Hearing
........................ English . . .
........... History and Political Science
....... Business Education (General
Business) Brooklyn, N. Y.
lynda Diane Cambron Elementary Education Louisville
lusan Lucas Campbell Elementary Education Louisville
Jane Pickett Cannon English Lexington
George Samuel Cantrell English . Dayton
'Aarie Roberts Carey Elementary Education Louisa
Julia Gwen Carnes Elementary Education Lexington
:dwin George Casper II Social Studies Lexington
Henrietta M. Castle Mathematics .. Auxier
Viary Ann Sorrell Chamberlain* Elementary Education Lebanon
Ihirley Ann Chasteen Elementary Education Lexington
Jojean Chestnut .. . Health and Physical Education Lexington
vrthonv Keefe Citrin * * Elementary Education Portland, Me.
Alva Rice Clark Elementary Education Garrett
loy Lynne Clark Biological Science. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Douglas Bradley Clarke" * History (Junior High).... Morton Grove, III.
Wilma Lee Clary History (Junior High) Louisville
lohn Stephen Clevenger Health, Physical Education and
Recreation Lexington
Verla Marie Clifford** Elementary Education Lexington
lane Cochran** .Geoqraphv Marion
htrlc!a Dell Cole Elementary Education Louisville
.ots Emig Coleman Elementary Education Lexington











~ancy Cullen Callahan * *
Victoria Ann Callihan






* Degree awarded August 7, 1968
** Degree awarded December 21, 1968
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NAME MAJOR SUBJECT
Carolyn Colliver .Elementary Education .
Ruth Mardis Colvin" Engfish
Carla Diane Combs Art .
Judith Hill Combs French .
Sherry Lynn Conatser" * English .
Barbara Ann Conn History .
Barbara Sue Coombs Elementary Education
Mary Margaret Coomes** Elementary Education
Penelope Ann Cooper" * . English .
Neva J. Correll * * Business Education (General
Business) Somerset
............... Elementary and Special Education (Train-
able Mentally Retarded) Ft. Thomas
Business Education (Secretarial)
and Sociology .
Kenneth Harold Covey" * Health, Physical Education and
Recreation ...
.. Health, Physical Education and
Recreation
Sandra M. Hawkins Cox" Business Education (Secretarial)
Christy Lucille Craigmyle** Elementary Education .
David Henry Cravens. . Health and Physical Education ..
Andrea Creevv .. Biological Science
Richard Clark Crum * * History
Martha Thomas Crump EngJish and Business
<Secretarial) .. Lexington
Judith Gritton Cull** Elementary Education Lexington
Anne Stuart Cumbow Elementary Education Abingdon, Va.
Mary Eva Cummins** Biological Science Crittenden
Michael Ray Cummins English Lexington
Carol Sue Cundiff Business Education (Secretarial) Somerset
James Patterson Curless. .. Social Studies Lexington
Diane Middleton Curry** . ..Elementary Education Lexington
Michael Thomas Dalton** Health, Physical Education and
Recreation ..
..... Health and Physical
Education Pocahontas, Va,
..... Business Education
<Secretarial) Huntington, W. Va.
Mary Donna Dattilo Biological Science and Chemistry .. Louisville
Kay Lynn Daulton Engfish Nancy
Beverly Ann Davis History (Junior High) Charleston, W. Va,
Lee Edmund Davis History Union, N. J.
Sandra Kay Dean Business Education Lexington
Barbara Sue Deaton Social Studies (Junior High) Stanton
Robert Neal Deaves .. Science Lexington
Margaret Lesesne Deertn French Washington, D, C.
























Donald David Danko .....
Linda EIizabeth D' Antoni
* Degree awarded August 7, 1968
** Degree awarded December 21, 1968
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MAJOR SUBJECT





.. Elementary Education ..
....... Elementary Education
........... English and Social Studies
(Junior High) Cold Spring
............. Elementary Education . Walton
............ Mathematics and History Covington
.. English and History Louisville
.. Elementary Education Harlan
.. Elementary Education Lexington
..... Health, Physical Education and
Recreation . ..... .. ... Cincinnati, O.
....... Special Education: Speech and
Hearing Therapy Tell City, Ind .
....... History and Political Science Lexington
........... History and English (Junior
High) . Covington
Kelley Kirby Dunn Elementary Education. Lexington
Gloria Jean Dunnavan . Biological Science LOuisville
Ronnie Graham Dunnigan* Social Studies Lexington
~r1ene Cirul Durbin French . Owensboro
lohn Cyril Durbin* Elementary Education Radcliff
andre Lee Durgom .. Elementary Education Rockford, III.
James Michael Durham** .. English ... Lexington
leggy Jane Eads .Business Education Cooper
Ileanor Buckley Eckerl ine * * Business Education Lexington
Iharon Mason Eaton .Mathematics Louisville





........ Biological Science and Art .....
........ Business Education
.. Special Education: Speech and
Hearing Therapy Hyden
..... History (Junior High) Versailles
. .... Special Education: Educable Mentally
Retarded and Elementary Paducah
........ Political Science Louisville
.. Elementary Education Lexington
............ Elementary Education Louisville
............ Elementary Education Newport
... Elementary Education Lexington
NAME
Henry Frederick Degener
Janet Helen Deife! .
Nancy Lee Deitemeyer* *
Coleman Patterson Denny










Charles Steven Duncan *







~da Sidwell Evans ...
Catherine Elizabeth Evans


















* Degree awarded August 7, 1968
** Degree awarded December 21,1968
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MAJOR SUBJECT




Nancy Leake Farris* * ...... Spanish ...
Barbara Sue Peste" * .. Social Studies
Linda Mae Fawbush . Elementary Education
Thomas Harold Fee** Biological Science .
Cheryl Gwyn Fegley Elementary Education
Ruthmary Feldkamp .Elementary Education
Harry L. Fenton III Elementary Education.
Kennetha Ann Fern English (Junior High)
Margaret Jeannette Ferrell** Art .
Mary Anne Fields' Elementary Education
Zell Walters Fields* English
Susan E. Fister* * ..Sociology and Economics
Karen Gail Flood English and Sociology
Nancy Lee Foley" Elementary Education
Richard Lee Forston"" . History (Junior High)
William Glenn Fortney* .. Social Studies
Keith A. Foster Health and Physical Education-
Sociology
........... Special Education: Educable
Retarded and Art ......




..... English (Junior High) and
Social Studies
................. Special Education: Speech and
Hearing Alexandria, Va.
Martha Jane Furlong Elementary Education Louisville
Terrence Richard Gallogher** Special Education (Mentally
Retarded>







..... Mathematics and English












Shirley Elaine Frederick ..
Constance Hubbard Freeman**
Pamela Gayle Frost ......








David Brigham Gleaves" *
* Degree awarded August 7, 1968


















































............. English and History
........ Elementary Education ..
....... Elementary Education
.. Special Education (Speech and
Hearing) . Elizabethtown
............ Health and Physical Education BLKdine
Elementary Education Lexington
..... Recreation Weirton, W. Va.




Ann Calhoun Groves Social Studies . Arlington, Va.
Judith Karen Groves" Elementary Education Henderson
Susan Lee Haddad" * Mathematics Charleston, W. Va.
Ann Marie Hafling Elementary Education Louisville
Susan Lynn Hagaman English Ashland
Paula Kay Haggard English Ashland
Gregory Eugene Haisley.. . Sociology and History Cincinnati, O.
Ada McCray Hall. . Elementary Education Lexington
John Daniel Hall Social Studies Lexington
Judith Cornett Hall Elementary Education Lexington
Verna C. Hal!" Elementary Education Viper
Raleigh Hamilton Social Studies Lexington
~Gloria Gaye Hampton Biological Science Somerset
Herwood Charlene Hancock * * Elementary Education Lexington
Donna Marie Handy English . . Lexington
Barbara Kay Hanna** Special Education: Speech and
Hearing Therapy Lake Forest, Ill.
Jane Louise Hardiman .. Biological Science Ashland
jSue Carol Smith Hardin* Elementary Education Louisville
(Pamela Sullivan Hart History Louisville
Joyce Ruth Hartman English (Junior High) Cincinnati, O.
Mary Estelle Hatcher History and Political Science Owensboro
Peggy Lee Hatfield Elementary Education Ashland
Janet Lee Hatter History . . Waynesburg
Carolyn Sue Hay Elementary Education Princeton
J, Robert Hayes . Health and Physical Education Wurtland
Fannie B. Hays* * Elementary Education Lexington
NAME
Barbara Lou Goble .
\ Pamela Kay Goetz





Lillian Givens Grant .
Laura Sheffler Gray
\ Juliana Wenzel Green
Rita Dayton Green ....
Wanda Irene Greenwell



















* Degree awarded August 7, 1968
... Degree awarded December 21, 1968
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NAME MAJOR SUBJECT
Kenneth Smith Hays* * History and Political Science
Susan Carroll Hays* * Biological Science and
Sociology....................... Shelbyville
Mary Rebekah Harleston Heath * Engl ish Lexington
Mary J. Helm Elementary Education Danville
James Andrew Hendon Mathematics Mayfield
Sharon Marie Hepp Elementary Education Louisville
John Arnold Herald* * .History West Prestonsburg
Daryl Jay Herman .Sctence North Brunswick, N. J.
Mitchell Glenn Hess .Health and
Physical Education .... Washington, N. J.
linda Harlow Hewlett Elementary Education Glasgow
Elizabeth Leffler Hicks* * .. English Lexington
J. E. Logan Hill History and Political Science Lexington
Christine James Hillenmeyer Elementary Education Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.
Gayle Alexander Hillenmeyer** Elementary Education Lexinqton
Christine Marie Hils.. .. Business Education
(Secretarial) ......
.Business Education
...... English and History
(Junior High) ....
Pamela Elizabeth Hodge** Elementary Education
Janet Frances Hoenig Elementary Education
Judith Marion Holbrook Elementary Education
Elizabeth Davisson Holmes Chemistry and Biological
Science .......
..... Biological Science .....









David Lee Howard .English ..
Margaret Ann Howard* Biological Science
William Edward Hudson History ..
Ronald Lee Huebner Social Science ..
Suzanne Huffines" Special Education: Speech and
Hearing Therapy
Ann Fields Huffman Elementary Education
Martha Anne Dowdy Hughes Biological Science
Martha Elizabeth Hughes Elementary Education
Ann Carney Humphrey Elementary Education.
Anna McClarty Bright Hundley" English (Junior High)
Jill Susan Hobbs** .....










* Degree awarded August 7, 1968






























NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
Jane Conlee Hurt Elementary Education Lexington
Jo-Ellyn Rae Idzikowski , Business Education Timonium, Md.
David Lee Ishmael* Health, Physical Education and
Recreation , .. Mt. Sterling
'ielen Carolyn lson English .. Martin
David William Jackson** Mathematics, History and
Political Science , " Covington
larl Glen Jackson" '" Biological Science Pebworth
~nna Frances Joyce Jarvis** Elementary Education " Frankfort
Joyce Staudenmaier Jennings* History and Political Science Lexington
Carol Jean Jett"'* History and Geography (Junior High) .. Ezel
Beverly Jane Johnson Business Education (Secretarial) .. Henderson
Jacqueline J. S. Johnson Biological Science Lexington
Jane Suzanne Johnson'" Special Education: Speech and
Hearing Therapy.......... New Haven
lean Ann Johnson** .. Business Education (Secretarial) Hickman
ludith Carol Johnson * '" Special Education: Speech and
Hearing Richmond
............... Art and Special Education: Educable
Mentally Retarded . ....... Mousie
lhilip Roy Johnson History Geneva, N. Y.
.vnda Lu Jolly* * . Elementary Education Georgetown
Arthur Denny Jones, Jr. * Elementary Education Walton
lliarilyn Brown Jupln " '" Health, Physical Education and
Recreation Vine Grove
Deward Belmont Kazee Business Education
(General Business) Paintsville
Judith Ann Keel... .. Elementary Education Findlay, O.
\\ary Cynthia Keeling** Elementary Education Louisville
saac Ray Keller History Cynthiana
lacqueline Keller Health and Physical
Education Oak Ridge, Tenn.




Barbara Jean Kidwell* .. Elementary Education Ludlow
Patricia Ruth Killebrew English Hopkinsville
Kathryn Rose King Special Education: Speech and
Hearing . Lexington
..... Engl{sh and History Uniontown, Pa.
. .. Elementary Education Paducah
.Elementary Education Maysville
... History Grayson




Janie! Floyd Kennedv" *
lawrence Victor King
Glenda Kay Kinney .....
llizabeth Rees Kirk
Jack Darrel Kiser" '" .




'" Degree awarded August 7, 1968
'"'" Degree awarded December 21, 1968
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NAME MAJOR SUBJECT
Lois Hillman Kleykamp tremenrerv education and Special
Education: (Trainable Mentally
Retarded) Russell
.. Political Science and History Wilmore
...... Business Education
(Secretarial) ..
........ Mathematics and Science
....................... English (Junior High) Florence
(Junior High) Frankfort
Atossa French Krarner " Elementary Education Sunapee, N. H.
Sondra Suzanne Krimmel"""" Elementary Education Erie, Pa
Mary Kutzner* * .History Huntington, N. Y.
Nancy Thomasson Laib . Elementary Education Lexington
Sara Baughman Lake Elementary Education Lexington
Mary Ellen Lamar .... . Biological Science Hardinsburg
Joan Elizabeth Lamsback Elementary Education Lakewood, N. Y.
Phil Garnett Larimore .. .. Social Studies Louisville
Elizabeth LOuise Larson Elementary Education Tacoma, Wash.
Linda Ann Law* Elementary Education Franklin
John Rodman Leavell* * English and History.... Middlesboro
Janice Brown Ledford""* _.. English Ashland
Dorothy Kos~k Lemond"""" Elementary Education.... Jacksonville, Fla
Rita Janice Lenahan ......... .. Health, Physical Education and
Mathematics Nashville, Tenn.
.Elementary Education Independence
..... Social Studies Greenup
.Elementarv Education Louisville
.. ..... Health, Physical Education and
Recreation Louisville
William Jeff Lile** ... .. History and Political Science .. Valley Station
Ann Elizabeth Lintner Special Education: (Speech and
Hearfnq Therapy) Louisville
Martha Kay Little..... . .. Elementary Education Marion
Calvin Bernie Littlejohn"""" History ........ Lexington
Penelope L. Littlejohn Elementary Education Lexington
Susan Polk Litton** Business Education (Secretarial) Lexington
Grace Annette Lovorn Elementary Education Fairfax, Va
Lyda Concetta Lowe* * Business Education (Secretarial) Ashland
Peggy Lou Lowther" * .Elementary Education Lancaster, 0
Betty Dowden Luckett** .Biological Science Lexington
Kristine Ann Luther .Biological Science Louisville
Cheryl Lynn Luttrell... . Elementary Education Lexington
Diane Sue Lynch English (Junior High) Louisville
John Dennis Lyons . .. Sociology and History Dayton, 0
Patricia Ann Magee Elementary Education Glenview, Ill.









Beverly June Lewis ...
Patricia Louise Lieber
., Degree awarded August 7, 1968
.,., Degree awarded December 2L 1968
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MAJOR SUBJ ECT ADDRESS
..... Soctat Studies Whippany, N. J.
.. Special Education: Speech and
Hearing . Owensboro
.... Elementary Education Owensboro
.. Elementary Education and Special
Education (Trainable Mentally
Retarded) Erlanger
atrtcta Lynn Mansfield Elementary Education Ashland
ebert Ralph Maras ..Mathematics. .. Louisville
honda E. Marks .. Elementary Education Lexington
oAnn Markwell Elementary Education Lexington
~artha Munn Martien Elementary Education Shaker Heights, O.
ranees Earle Martin English Kankakee, III.
lila Royalty Martin* * Business Education (Secretarial> .. Lexington
Iathertne Jarratt Massey Elementary Education ... Lexington
.inda Witten Mays** Elementary Education Hodgenville
ita Blomgren Mays* Elementary Education Ashland
aulette Cecil Ie McAlpin Elementary Education Lexington
Ieclle Virginia McBrayer* Elementary Education Lawrenceburg
)anny Lee McCamish History and Political Science Elizabethtown
lllzebeth Anne McCann* * Health, Physical Education
and Recreation Berne, N. Y.
...... Health and Physical
Education
............. History, Political Science
and Biological Science Olive Hill
... Elementary Education Lexington
... History . .. .... Louisville
............. Elementary Education Lexington
..Special Education: Speech and
Hearing Florence, Ala.
~IiceHouck McLaughlin Elementary Education Russell
lode Stover McLean Elementary Education Orangeburg, S. C.
Iaroline Sue McMannon ..Biological Science Louisville
famela Anne McNabb Elementary Education Middletown, O.
Robert Clyde McNamara Biological Science Lansing, Mich.
lecky Bo McReynolds* * ..Elementary and Special Education Harlan
lIartha R. Merriman** ... .Elementary Education Ft. Atkinson, Wis.
:herie Annette Metcalf Mathematics .. Ashland
I!arbara Bohannon Meyer** Elementary Education Lexington
irenda VanHoose Meyers English and History Ashland
frances Miles . Elementary Education Nicholasville
jerbara Jean Miller English Ages
Deborah Damron Miller .. Elementary Education Pikeville
JimmyJoe Miller ..Mathematics Union
Clare Lutes Million** History Lexington
Connie Lee Mitchell History Baxter
NAME
)ouglas Lawrence Malinak ..
avid Alan Mann ** ......
arie Schroader Mann
irley Lee Mann ....
eorqe Rutledge McClellan *
lOy Burl McCoy
amela Keemle McCracken**




* Degree awarded August 7, 1968





............ EJementary and Special Education
(Educable Mentally Retarded) Lexington
Margaret Thomas Mitchell.. . Elementary Education .. Lexington
Patricia Ann Mitchell * Elementary Education .. Ghent
Martha Allison Moloney History .. New Castle
Darwin James Moneyhon** Social Studies Foster
Cynthia Jane Mongait Special Education: Speech and
Hearing ..... Roanoke, Va.
Joyce Monhollen Biology Smithfield
Sharron Eileen Monroe Elementary Education Louisville
Timothy Victor Monson** History Ravenna
Linda Sue Moore* Elementary Education Ashland
Sheryl Lynn Moore * * Special Education: Speech and
Hearing
Terry Lee Moore History
Vicki Kane Moore** .Elementary Education ..
Susan Moorhead ... Elementary Education
Donald Richard Moran, Jr. * * .Political Science
and History ..
Jacqueline Arlene Moreland Elementary Education
Reba Mae Morgan Elementary Education
Maxine Patricia Morgenthal Art ..
James Mortimer III .. English .
Carla Patterson Mourer Elementary Education
Richard E. Moyer, Jr.** Chemistry and
Mathematics Williamsburg, O.
Ann R. Muir* Elementary Education Bardstown
Paula Jo Muncy Elementary Education .. r~ussell
Ann Kathryn Murphy History and Political Science Louisville
Katherine Gayle Murphy.. .. Elementary Education .... Frankfort
Edward Myers, Jr. . Elementary Education Dayton
Mary Jane Myers Elementary Education Canton, a
Suzanne Myers Biological Science Wynnewood, Pa.
Linda Carol Neeley........ .Elementary Education Asnhnd
Dennis Michael Neidhardt" History and Political Science
(Junior High) Valley Station
... Elementary Education Erlanger
.................. Special Education (Educable Mentally
Retarded) and Elementary
Education Ft. Washlncton, Pa. r
.. Science Hi Hat
...... Elementary Education Lexlncton
.... Mathematics Berry
.... Elementary Education Lexington
............... Elementary Education Springfield
.. History Ashland
...Elementary Education Lexington



















Robert Darrell Nolen .
Sandra Jean Norvell
Noravne Lee Nosek * *
* Degree awarded August 7, 1968
** Degree awarded December 21,1968
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NAME MAJOR SUBJECT ADDRESS
CarolAnn Nugent** ... History and Geography .. St. Petersburg, Fla .
Jnda Lee Ochs ", , Elementary Education Louisville
senda Faye O'Connell Elementary Education Hardinsburg
atrlck John O'Connell.... .. Social Studies .... . Newport
~artha Jo Oerther Elementary Education Frankfort
CarolynSue Olson" * Biological Science ... Lexington
usanne Catherine O'Neill Elementary Education Louisville
~ary Stewart Owen ** Elementary Education Lexington
latricia Pulliam Owens English and Science
(Junior High) Frankfort
onna Kay Padgett Elementary Education Somerset
ames Brent Paldin .. . Health and Physical
Education Mamaroneck, N. Y.
Carolyn Hornbeek Pape** History Butler
.acquelyn Ann Parrott" English Louisville
vm Rutherford Pass" * Elementary Education Lexington
vm Carolyn Patrick** Health, Physical Education
and Recreation Mt. Sterling
Ihaelotte Hibberd Patrick * .. Elementary Education . Valley Station
Geneva Lee Patrick Health, Physical Education and
Biological Science Bardstown
~ary Burba Patterson ...... .. Elementary Education Rowletts
[hda Mae Ulery Patton" Mathematics Cumberland
~ary Stoll Patton** Elementary Education Lexington
Phillip Roger Patton ** History and Political Science Lexington
.ee Porter Payne* .. Elementary Education Arlington, Va.
arah Lee Pearson** Elementary Education Anderson, Ind.
coda John Peavler English Henderson
Porter Geneal Peeples" * Elementary and Special Education:
Mentally Retarded .. Lynch
..... Elementary Education Lexington
.. History and Sociology Erlanger
................... Health and Physical
Education Quebec, Canada
Danny Howard Phelps** .. History....... .. Cincinnati, O.
etta Carolyn Pillans Elementary Education Louisville
landra Carol Pinkston** Elementary Education Springfield
,'nna Laura Pitts Mathematics Winchester
Laura Lee Pogue .... ..Elementary Education Ft. Thomas
~linda Carolyn Pope .. Business Education Lexington
1arry Stephen Porenski, Jr.** .Sctence .. Louisville
\\ary Margaret Porter Elementary Education Henderson




.. History New Castle
..Elementary Education New Castle
Jane Ann Peters ........
lussell David Pettibone
Albert Edward Phaneuf
Gayle Groger Powers .
Julie Brent Prather ..
Itewart Lang Prather" *
\\ary Betty O. Prewitt" ...
* Degree awarded August 7, 1968










Janyth Kathryn Raney English (Junior High)
Patricia Frances Reaves English and History
(Junior High)
....... History and Sociology
. Elementary Education.
. History and Political Science
................ History and Sociology .
............. .History
..... Elementary Education
......... Elementary Education .....
........... Social Science (Junior High)
............. Business Education .
..... History and Sociology
................. Health, Physical Education and
Recreation .
Sue Herndon Ritter" * Elementary Education .....
Elizabeth Susan Rives Special Education: Speech and
Hearing Therapy
... Elementary and Special Education:
(Educable Mentally Retarded) .. Louisville
Cheryl Ladell Roberts" * Speech and Drama ... Winchester
Wanda Jean Roberts* Mathematics Lexington
Rosemary Dudley Robertson .. Elementary Education Finchville




James Rudolph Robinson** Business Education
Jeanette F. Robinson Elementary Education
Joan Emrich Robinson" * Elementary Education .
Linda Rae Robinson Business Education (Secretarial)
Sarah Linnell Rock** English
Linda Mae Rogers . .. Elementary Education.
Larry Vernon Rose . History and Political Science
Ronald E. Rose History
Jane Rowland Roseborough English
Gerald Lee Rueff History and Political Science
J ill Osborne Ruffner History






Patty Hughes Pryor .
Ann Radzinsky* *
Richard Craig Ragone* *
Patsy Kathryn Rainey
Richard Thomas Reavev
Joyce Ann Reed* * .
Shelley June Reed .
Sara Sue Nofsinger Rees
Lyndon Lester Reeves *
Darby June Reinders
Barry Ward Reister ...
Kenneth Eugene Rice
Vera V. Richardson * *
Lee Wayne Ridings**
Susan Lee Riley* *
Artha Marie Roberts
Charles Ronald Robinette
* Degree awarded August 7, 1968









































Ihrlsrtne Ann Ryan Elementary Education ..
imone Bloomfield Salomon. .History and Political Science
Ilan George Samek" History and Political
Science Syosset, N. Y.
emard James Sandfoss " History . .. Newport
ancy Peters Sawyer History <Junior High) Lexinqton
razier T. Sayre History and Political Science Lexington
aniel Richard Scalf* * Biological Science and Chemistry Canada
.harles Henry Schaffner Social Studies Er-lanqer
ssan Lee Schleifmann . Special Education: Speech and
Hearing Chester, N. J.
~yce Earlene Schultetus* * English Lexington
sbert Wayne Schwartz Social Studies (Junior High) Flemingsburg
jancy Hapgood Schweder Elementary Education Lexington'
~rry Benjamin Sclar Health and Physical
Education Millbury, Mass.
... Business Education (General
Business) ... Lexington
ona Patterson Scott Biological Science and History Lexington
lma Elizabeth Scoville" Elementary Education Evartsrh Anne Scribner Elementary Educat.ion Eldorado, III.
snelope Jane Seavey EJementary Education Camp Hill, Pa.
oria Jean Seebach. .. History Springfield, III.
.ne Dentry Selby" * Special Education: Speech and
Hearing : ..
ina S. Sellers" * Elementary Education
khael J. Seiler Mathematics .
khaela G. Shaddock * .Elementary Education
ayne Anthony Shahid Business Education
(General). . Ft. Walton Beach, Fla.
rginia Kay Sharp* _ English Lexington
rbara Lou Sharpe. . Business Education .. Indianapolis, Ind.
wrence H. Sheanshang History Highland Heights
onna Jean Shearer Elementary Education Paintsville
rabeth Campbell Shearer Elementary and Special Education:
(Educable Mentally Retarded) .. Lexington
lry Eva Shearer Biological Science Monticello
aria Ballou Shelley .Elementary Education Columbia
(na Richardson Shepard .Elementary Education Portsmouth, Va.
~oorah F. Sheray* English Lexington
anne Shewmaker" . ..Elementary Education Springfield
lice Edward Shively .,History and Political Science ... Solon, O.
!Ie Roy Shotton Economics, Sociology and History Totz
rbet Michael Shull** Business Education: Accounting
and History ..
esley Jer-ald Shumate Biological Science
'aron Sowards Simons Elementary Education













* Degree awarded August 7, 1968




...... Biological Science and
Chemistry........ Sharon, Po,
Mary Messick Sirles. .. ... Mathematics and History Lexington
Tanya Sisk .. History and Sociology. Lexington
Caralyne Patricia Skaggs* . Speech and Drama Paintsville
Judy Ann Skaggs* Elementary Education .... Sandy Hook I
Vicki Lee Skaggs .... . .. Business Education (Secretarial) Louisville
Karen Harper Skees .Elementary Education Lexington
Judith S. Slater" ..Elementary Education Ft. Thoms
Helen Burden Sloan** Elementary Education Paril
Sandra Gay Testerman Slone** Health and Physical Education . Inez
Anita Frances Smith ....... . French Science Hill
Dennis Ray Smith . .Soctal Studies Cumberland
Elizabeth Jane Smith * * Elementary Education Lexington
















Retarded, Speech and Drama ... Halar~l
.. Elementary Education Lexing\o~
.. English Huntington, N,1.1
.. Business Education (Secretarial) Louisville'
... Social Studies ... Lextnnte
.. Art .... Wise, Va
.. History and Political Science LexingtCl'
...... Biological Science Ruse'
... Health and Physical Education .... Russe
.. Biological Science Richmond, ln~
...... Elementary and Special Education:
Mentally Retarded Pittsburgh, P,






Linda M. Sindlinger* *







Joyce Wanda Smithers" *
Jayne Shireen Snedegar* *
Steven Howard Snowden"
Suzanne Snyder ....
Robert Anthony Sorbo *
Hester L. Souder
Thomas Franklin Southwood * *
Gloria Jane Southworth
Robert Kynett Speed * *
Deena Rae Spikel l
Donald William Spradlin
Gwendolynn Ann Stallard" *
James Winston Stanley" *
Charles Philip Stephens
Stephen Douglas Stephens" *
Susan Marie Stephens" *
Joan Carol Sterling*























* Degree awarded August 7, 1968
* * Degree awarded December 21, 1968
82 ,
MAJOR SUBJECT
............ Mathematics, History and
Political Science Versailles
...English Clearwater, Fla .
..... Mathematics Paducah
.. ... Elementary and Special Education:
(Educable Mentally Retarded) .... Grayson
ha-les Winston Strunk* Social Studies . Neon
~adlyn Jean Conard Sullivan* Business Education Lexington
eralyn Sue Summers English Auburn
'udith Ann Sumner* . .. .. History Lexington
'eanette Ohler Sutton * * Elementry Education " Lexington
hichael Richard Sweeten History Elizabethtown
~argaret Ann Tamme* Elementary Education Danville
bvllls Ann Tarter Business Education (Secretarial) Nancy
atricia Alma Tate. ..Elementary Education Forest Hills, N. Y.
udith Dianne Taylor Elementary Education Ft. Thomas
~ary Ross Taylor Elementary Education Owensboro
kholes Lawrence Temple History .. Louisville
'an Davis Ternes . Elementary Education Lexington
lary Harney Thatcher" * .. .. Elementary and Special Education:
Mentally Retarded St. Louis, Mo.
eboreh Gilliland Thomas History Hopkinsville
filliam Harold Thomason * * History Leitchfield
srole Sawyer Thompson" Elementary Education Lexington
:nily Charline Thompson Elementary Education Lexington
llty Lou Thompson Special Education: Speech and
Hearing Cincinnati, O.
.... Elementary Education Louisville
. Elementary Education Covington
..... Elementary Education ........ Nashville, Tenn.
.Business Education (Secretarial) Harned
... English Pikeville
.............. Biological Science . Louisville
...... History and Political Science
(Junior High) Paducah
................. Elementary Education Lexington
.. History Covington
.. ..... Elementary Education Lawrence, Kan.
....... Business Education (Secretarial) Florence
.... English (Junior High) Big Laurel
... Elementary Education .. West Somerset
............. Elementary Education ..... .. .. Dayton
..... Mathematics and History ...... Campbellsville
... Mathematics and Biological
Science Oak Ridge, Tenn.
ephanie Mary Vidnovic** .Htstorv and Sociology Falls Church, Va.
nstence Ann Vle " Elementary Education New Albany, Ind.
~ra Kappes Vincent .Biological Science and English ... Grayson
NAME
~ary Kathleen Stout
~arian Sue Street .
lonna Jean Strickler .
~ary Inez Strother ..
ane Mary Thorp ...
usan Mary Tillman
anie' Lode Timberlake* *
nell Tobin**









aabeth Ann Uphus" *
arles Bryan Vaughn* *
.rgaret Ann Vaughn .
ADDRESS
• Degree awarded August 7, 1968
•• Degree awarded December 21, 1968
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NAME MAJOR SUBJECT
Marsha Lloyd Violett Elementary and Special Education:
Trainable Mentally Retarded). Lexington
Linda Joyce Waddle ..Elementary Education Somer;el
John A. R. Wagner History and Geography Louisville
Kathleen Lee Wainman* * French Nashville, Tenn,
Edith Roslyn Walker Elementary Education Louisville
Nancy Jean Walls . Elementary Education .. Natrona Heights, Pa.
Marjorie Elizabeth Walter Elementary and Special Education:
(Educable Mentally Retarded)
Otis A. Walker* * Elementary Education
William Grady Walter Social Studies .
Anthony Grant Warnick History
Brenda Anne Watson** Elementary Education
Jerry Mac Weaks Enqlish and History .
Alice Carrington Webb Special Education: Speech and
Hearing Therapy.. .. Ashlam~ E
..... Elementary and Special Education: I
(Educable Mentally Retarded) Frankfort C
Molly Love Webb Elementary Education Shelbyville E
Phyllis Ann Weber Elementary Education Maysvilk H
Linda Kay Weckbach* History . Covingtcr 51
Sharon Elizabeth Weisbrod Special Education: Orthopedically J(
Handicapped and Elementary K,
Education . Cincinnati, 0, T<
Stephen Nicholas Weismueller Health and Physical Education Louisvilk
Michael V. Welch* Biological Science Lexingtoo
David Todd Weld History and Health, Physical
Education Malvern, Pa,
Joan Marie West Business Education (Secretarial) Covington
Alice Jane Wheeler English . .. Ashland
Unda Jane Whitaker* . E/ementary Education Oven Fo~
Robert Terrell Whitaker" * Speech and Drama Lexingl~n
Jacqueline Ransdell White Engl1sh Lexing@
Jerry Steele White. . Health, Physical Education and
Recreation .
.. Special Education: (Speech and
Hearing Therapy) Raddf
Rachael Catherine White** English Pikevil~
Pamela Whittinghill Business Education (General) Lcuisvll
Cheryl Ann Widner Elementary Education Lakewood, N, Y
Helen Diane Willard Social Studies and English
(Junior High) Ft. Thom
Brenda Joy Williams History (Junior High) Cumberlet
Florence Elaine Fulkerson Williams Business Education Owens
Martha Ann Williams . Elementary Education Palntsvf
Patricia Jean Williams Spanish Nitro, W. Y,
Anna Tate WiJliamson* .. English Lexing
Carolyn Butler Wilson Elementary Education Anchora











* Degree awarded August 7, 1968







.... Physical Education, Health and
Recreation Harrisburg, Pa.
.. Health, Physical Education and
Recreation ..
~'atricia Ann Wohrley Elementary Education
. renda Conley Womack. . History and Mathematics ..
my Curtis Woodyard* Mathematics . ..
"ussn Beth Wright English ..





(Secretarial) ...... , ..... Williamstown
:IJeanor Yano . Elementary Education Bethesda, Md.
aphne Yvonne Yeary Elementary Education Louisville
"arole Jeanne Youngblood English Neon
~aine Bessie Zacharko Business Education Philadelohta. Pa.
~Iarry Malcolm Zachem* History and Political Science Greenup
"haron Frances Zehnder Elementary Education Louisville
mn Edward Zeles** History and Sociology Phoenixville, Pa.
aren Sue Zettler Elementary Education Hamilton, O.








.. ........ Fern Creek
'lonna Elizabeth Wuest
Rockville, Md.
"renda Sparrow Wynn *
Covington
* Degree awarded August 7, 1968
* * Degree awarded December 21, 1968
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COLLEGE OF BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS
CHARLES FOSTER HAYWOOD, Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN COMMERCE'"
NAME ADDRESS
Charles Corum Ashby* .. . Madisonville
Fred Rodgers Baker, Jr. . Lexington
Larry Kobert Barnett .. . Harrodsburg
David Barrett BatseJ Lexington
Charles Beach III Beattyville
David Douglas Beals Lexington
Thomas Rowe Beatty" * . Louisville
Jeffrey Robert Beckman** Arlington Heights, III.
Robert Ernest Biggs, Jr. * * Jacksonville, Fa
Jerome Joseph Bisig, Jr.** Louisville
Joseph Whitlow Blackburn ....................................• ".................... Mayfield
William Bertrand Blackburn" Louisville \
John Albert Blakeney" * Louisville
Jerry Robert Bowen s ' .........•....•.•.........•.•.... ....••................... Owensboro
Michael Alan Bowers '" Lexington
John Ware Bowman,o* . LaGrange
David Norris Brashear Lexington
William Howard Bricking** . .. Southgate
Donald Rutledge Britton . Broomall, Pa,
William Barry Britton Lexington J
John Charles Broghamer" Louisville I
Frederick V. Brown Lexington \
Jan Doyle Brown * .. .. Taylorsville 1
Robert Dudley Browning Lexington [
Michael Ross Buchanan . Lexington f
Allen Marion Buckner" Lexington [
Jeanne Marie Buell Webster, N. Y, (
Frank Von Burns * * ,. . Ashland J
Lee Joseph Burstvn" . Louisville [
Jerry Allen Carr Indianapolis, lnd (
Michael Alan Claypool....... Ft. Mitchell J
William Odell Cobb . .. Lexington j
Robert M. Craycraft" * Catlettsburg ~
Thomas Edwio Derr . Covington ~
William Ray Dlsnev" .. Lexington ~
Gerald Charles Dorer "" . Boonton, N, J, ~
Marion Scott Duncan" * . Danville (
William Charles Ellison . Lexington
'* Degree awarded August 7, 1968
** Degree awarded December 21, 1968




bert B. Etherington** .. Westfield, N. J.
aniel Ernest Farmer, Jr. ** .. Lexington
ernard Joseph Finneran, Jr. .. Anchorage
ames Joseph Fischesser" * Covington
ilip Anthony Fister .. Lexington
hn Raymond Fogarty....................... .. Valley Station
chard Lloyd Fox* . Lexington
ed Edward Fugazzi, Jr Lexington
nneth Austin Galbaugh* .. Covington
win Wendell Gatewood, Jr. ** Frankfort
nald Glenn Geary....................................................... Louisville
eph Patrick Gain .. Frankfort
illlern Redd Goodwin . Silver Grove
yen Martin Gross Hillside, N. J.
sbara Lee Hall . Morning View
~n George Hamburg* Carrollton
arryDale Hardiman** .. .. Paris
~rtis McKee Hastings, Jr. Winchester
bert Lee Hayes Princeton
mneth Lee Hicks" * .. Louisville
~YdC. Hillard, Jr. * .. Lexington
illiarn Thompson Hobdy, Jr. Memphis, Tenn.
(phen Hines Holladay..................... Louisville
vid Lee Hutchinson . Princeton
alphAnthony laleggio** Orange, N. J.
ImesEdward Ingram. ..... Dyersburg, Tenn.
maid Clark Jackman Louisville
Itricia L. Jarrell .. South Charleston, W. Va.
'ornas Clay Johnson** . Lexington
~rryWayne Johnston Hopkinsville
WJlisHall Jones** Lexington
enadean Jones Olive Hill
lomas Albert Kaltenbrun ** Lexington
Dug/asRalph Keeling Louisville
edertck Marion Keller, Jr. Lexington
rschi Clay Lacy. Farmersville, O.
JryArthur Lamont" * Gasport, N. Y.
:hnMamon Langley.............. .. Henderson
wid Lay* Lexington
enn Ray Leach * Beaver Dam
seph James Lenney* * Lexington
nneMorton Lewis Charleston, W. Va.
illiam Shrout Lindsay, Jr.** .. Frankfort
»ert Edwin Livesey" * ... Lexington
»ert Franklin Luckhardt, Jr. Erlanger
dnev Hugh Mabry Louisville
aryEugene Mann Lexington
»ert Lewis Marcum Lawrenceburg
erlorte Carol Marler .. Millersburg
* Degree awarded August 7, 1968




David Randall Martin .. Georgetown
Byron Duane McAlister* * Fulton
Homer Clifton McClure Lexington
Bruce E. McCullum** Elizabethtown
Ronald Lee McDermott* Covington
Paul Trent McGinnis Ashland
Stephen Allen McNeely* Morehead
Daniel Howard McQueen* Lexington
Frederick Boschen Mesler* Lexington
Ray Samuel Molen . Frazer
Michael Wayne Morman* * Lexington
Ronald Lee Morris* * Burlington
Bryce Robert Nash** Lexington
Jon Patrick Nathan'* * Vincennes, Ind.
Alexander S. Newsom" Jacksonville, Fla.
Frank Hayward Nichols Pleasure Ridge Park
Timothy L. Nicolas .. Louisville
Stephen Marshali Oblinger** , Troy, 0
Robert Leroy Oland * * .. .. Attica, Ind.
John McKeldin Patterson.. Lexington
Terry Lee Paul _...... Erlanger
Earl Phillip Pfeffer" LOuisville
Joseph Lee Philippe .. Bellevue
Curtis Lee Phillips* .... Benton
Bruce Haldeman Platt, Jr. Ashland
Carlos Raul Plaza** Lexington
Wayne Ray Porter* * Lexington
Stephen Barrett Potter ,... .. Louisville
Charles Robert Powell Danville
Arthur Thomas Pugh* . Lexington
James Edward Raaker** S. Newport
Wanda Harvey Raisor" .. Lexington
Gabriel Ernie Ramos, Jr.** Batavia, °
Theodore R. Renaker. Jr. Berry
Carroll Robert Renfro . Columbia
Deborah Kay Ressler . , Louisville
Jerry Lee Richey" * .. Somersel
Melinda Marie Risse Sparta, N. J
James Lee Rogers* Evansville, Irld.
PhHlip Edward Rogers Lexington
Edward John Rolfes" * Erlanger
Susan EIizabeth Rudolph .. Lexingto~
Daniel William Rueff Louisvilk
Jerry Walter Rushing Clfntc
Edward Joseph Schreiber, Jr. * * Coldsprlns
Thomas Gregory Schumaker Arlington, Va,
Thomas Linton Self* * Elkhorn Ci~
Howard Albert Settle Lexingtoo
Judith Oakes Shoemaker" ......... . ........ Lexington
* Degree awarded August 7, 1968
* * Degree awarded December 21, 1968
NAME ADDRESS
ue Ann Shoopman * * .. Somerset
loy Short" * . Salvisa
'hornas Richard Simpson" * . Louisville
on F. Sipe* Indianapolis, Ind.
ohn David Sisler Lexington
loward Stephan Slavin Oceanside, N. Y.
harfes Robert Smith Lexington
ames Stephen Smith* . Franklin
srbara Ann Sparks" Olive Hill
.atham Chase Spetden . Louisville
eermette Faye Spredl in * * .. . Bonanza
acqueline Sternberg . Lexington
ussell Lawrence Stevens" * . . Erlanger
lanny Paul Stivers Shelbyville
harles Lee Templin . Englewood, O.
Inthony John Thomas" * . Louisville
ommy Lee Thomas . Paducah
amue l Graham Travis . Maysville
avid Richard Vandeventer Lexington
Jerald K. Van Dvke" " . Columbus, O.
cseph Douglas Van Meter . Owensboro
aymond Allen Waits* . Lexington
uenttn White Walker, Jr. Paris
tahlon Dale Wallace** Taylorsville
avid Porter Ward LaGrange
dmon Lee Weedman** . Madisonville
lorman David Weinberg** . Louisville
lory Weingartner* * Covington
ouis Crawford Wells* * Louisville
ohn Carl Wheeler" * Louisville
1il!iam Edmund Wilbert 11** . Holmdel, N. J.
'enneth Williams, Jr. * . Paintsville
oger Darrell Wilson. . Ashland
sck Donald Wolfe** Lexington
oy Albert Wolnitzek** Covington
onald Combs Woodard Lexington
ames Richard Wurts Ashland
ANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ACCOUNTING
NAME ADDRESS
erry Thomas Booher Burnside
'llamas Omar Bowersox . Damascus, Md.
tim Catherine Cropper" * . Lexington
ha-les Edwin Crouse, Jr.** .. . Wilmore
'ora Louise Deckard" * Elizabethtown
boald Steffen Del Vecchio** Ashland
* Degree awarded August 7, 1968





























William Burnet Donlin ....
William Engle 111
Thomas A. Gangle *
Barry Mark Haller
Walter Richard KUjawski* *
Christa Lynn McCloud**
Jack Earsel May* *
Sharon Strong Metcalf
Thomas Warren Preston **
Boyd B. Richardson
Gerald Anthony Ruhs
Gilbert Warren Searcy, Jr. * *
Jimmy Joe Shackleford
Michael Paul Simpson

























































Gary Curtis Gamble'" '"
Ewell David Gifford
Marie Louise Glass
William Batse! Greenwood* *
Henry Carlton Gullett, Jr."''''
Woodrow William Hahn*'" .....
* Degree awarded August 7, 1968




Nilliam Dorner Hargrave** Lookout Mt., Tenn.
Vlichael Wesley Hawkins Bowling Green
Benjamin Lee Hemingway Newport
Terry Wallace Holloway Middletown
ldward Michael Hugenberg* * Lake Side Park
John Harold Lambert, Jr."" Baton Rouge, La.
tcnald Victor Levin Indianapolis, Ind.
lAarvin Lynn Lowe Paducah
Mark Wayne Lowry Lexington
Catharine Craig Luby Lexington
lAarcia Lynn Mayhew Pittsburgh, Pa.
Nancy Louise McAllister* * Shelbyville
Ialph Andrew Mitchell, Jr Brownstown, Ind.
Paul Allen Mueller* Bellevue
luzanne North ington LaCenter
John Evan Palm, Jr Lexington
Lawrence Henry Price Paducah
Donald Elwood Ramming * * .. .. . Lexington
jhillip Michael Ratliff Radcliff
H. Scott Roeth Flossmoor, III.
Charles Albert Ruth, Jr. Dayton
iussel l Wayne Scofield** . Lexington
Phyllis Lynn Scott Louisville
lally Lynn Sherman Paducah
Vicki Lynn Shulman Xenia, O.
Brent Lawrence Spence , Lexington
John Darryl Stafford * * Lexington
ldward Fredrick Stoll 111 . Louisville
John Louis Vicini, Jr.** Lynch
Burton Adelbert Washburn Paducah
Dennis Franklin Wells ,.............. Russell
Floyd Bertram Wells Lexington
William F. Wilson Flatwoods
Louis Walter Wolf Louisville
Charles Laurence Woods III Paducah
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN BUSINESS AND ECONOMICS'"
NAME
John Reed Barrickman
John Edward Burnett" *
Silvio Cortez"
David Howard Goodrich













* Degree awarded August 7, 1968
* * Degree awarded December 21, 1968




Kenneth Earle Kurlas S. Ft. Mitchell
Roger Neil Lewis .. Lexington
Jeffrey Hugo Lorch** .. Mount Vernon, N. Y.
Terry Lee Loyd Henderson
Joseph Winston Matherly................... Jeffersontown
James Patrick O'Donnell Ludlow
William JacksonPearson . Signal Mountain, Tenn.
Michael Paul Risdon** Hamburg, la.
Anthony Lee Rose .. Louisville
William John Ryan** Erieville, N. Y.
William Harry Schatzman Milford, a
Michael Lee Silts . Louisville
Scott K. Sloan * * .. Louisville
Suzanne Barrow Tuttle** Atlanta, Ga
David D. Upchurch . Columbia
Thomas Marvin Waters Covington
James Edward WeJch** ,...... Radcliff
Charles Thomas Woodford* * . Moorestown, N. J.
Paul William Woods Mt. Sterling, O.
Ralph Vernon Younker Paducah
* Degree awarded August 7, 1968
* * Degree awarded December 21, 1968
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COLLEGE OF PHARMACY
JOSEPH VINCENT SWINTOSKY, Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN PHARMACY'"
NAME ADDRESS
nes V. Allen Lexington
"[I Bridges Amerson Lexington
nnie Lynn Beckner .............................•.............................................. Princeton
lee White Benton Lexington
luglas Curtis Black Lawrenceburg
rol Mayes Boley Glasgow
nes Miller Boley ,... . , Leitchfield
Jry Thomas Booher . .. Lexington
nald Henry Brandon , , Princeton
gh Arch Campbell, Jr Louisville
rddie Lee Cox " Corbin
ry Lee Coyle Lexington
Iliam Ivan Darby Russell
nes Allen Davis Lexington
mk Anthony Gartland Bardstown
nald Edward Green . Paducah
arles John Gross Hazard
bert P. Hager, Jr.**** Lexington
Jry Cecil Haisley Cincinnati, O.
da Lloyd Hart Lexington
ren Donahue Hicks , Lexington
ven L. Hocker Frankfort
raid Bruce Hope Fern Creek
ul Darold Keller II Paducah
bert Lee Kelley, Jr Frankfort
Iph Woodrow Kendall, Jr. .. Lexington
vtd Robert Khaliel Louisville
Iry Amos Lentz ,., , Lakeview, O.
stin Lynn Likins Owensboro
an Ray Maynard ,.......... Lexington
aries Allen McMichael Lexington
;ry Brent Miller Aurora, Ind.
Ired Harris Pence Stanford
wid Wayne Pennington Louisville
mes Willard Polson Lexington
chard Lee Ravencraft Ashland
chael Leslie Reed . Hodgenville
wid Thomas Sallengs Lexington
nn Darrell Sears Somerset
*** Degrees not previously awarded wilt be conferred May 1-2, 1969, if all requirements
are met
u** Degree awarded July 11, 1968
93
NAME ADDRESS
Edwin Marion Shelton Owensboro
Joseph Edwin Shouse, Jr Jeffersontown
Marion Kimball Slack , Lexington
Jerrold Barry Steen Gamaliel
Harold Glenn Tanner . . Utica
William Haden Wagers.. .. Berea
George Raymond Walker Lexington
Walter Fleming Williams, Jr. Asnland
Carol Caswell Wills**** . Lexingto~
Larry W. Young Greenville RI





*"** Degree awarded July ll, 1968
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COLLEGE OF NURSING
MARCIA ALLENE DAKE, Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN NURSING'"
NAME ADDRESS
terte M. Blakemore" * Smithfield
snonda Joan Bamberger Owensboro
sclvn Martin Beatv.; Wilmore
stherlneYancey Bell.................................... . .. Louisville
dle Frances Briggs . Clinton
Jyce C. Button Kokomo, Ind.
aron Lynn Carter Lexington
nice Lee Cloyd . . Lexington
aren Lynn Cook ... West Des Moines, la.
lyllis Gail Crocker Fulton
iraJane Deatherage Hopkinsville
ary Kathryn Diemer Ridgefield Park, N. J.
eel Loges Eagan .. Lexington
nily Louise Egbert. . Georgetown
~ncy Diane Faw .. Lexington
lary Brodrick Fegenbush Louisville
arolyn Ritcey Fegenbush ... Louisville
atsy Parker Franklin .. Cumberland
lana Lynn Frazier . Lexington
tan Amy Hallenborg Durham, N.C.
ndra Belle Harshbarger. . Lexington
aynor Elaine Hatfield Lexington
I,aryElizabeth Hauber . Oak Ridge, Tenn.
lary Judy Hendricks Franklin
JSanAnn Koestel .. Louisville
met McQuary Lattin . . .. Lexington
\ary Helen Lewis . Burnside
aureen Ann Lubbe Erlanger
arol Dale Lutz .. Taylorsville
arrha (Marcia) Ann Luy ... Richmond
ally Farley Martin Lexington
Jsan Elizabeth Mattix . . Libertyville, III.
Ileen Pitman Moneyhon Foster
arah Dodson Moore .. . . .. Lexington
arole Jean Nevitt . Wheaton, III.
arbara Jo Redick . Fern Creek
ellle Frances Rogers Lexington
nde Kaye Salyer . Lexington
uth Katherine Scheidt Henderson
** Degree awarded December 21, 1968




Marsha Rae Shaut ..
Mary Theresa Starrs .
Barbara Roach Tincher
Jeanne Wells Travis
Gayle Patricia Tully ..
Ann Catherine Vescio
Barbara Joan Vogel ..










.................... Wyckoff, N. J.
Bardstown
.... Lexington






















CHARLES PARKER GRAVES, Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARCHITECTURE'"
NAME ADDRESS
eph Nicholas Brashear Lexington
old Lynn Cravens" * Lexington
ford Berton Curry "....................... Bloomington, Ind.
rren E. Denny Lexington
dertck Greene Forgy (degree awarded posthumously) Winchester
leit Lewis Grant. . Columbus, O.
hardWilliam Hamner Bowling Green
liam D. Johnson, Jr. . Lexington
'ert Kendall Kingsley* * Versailles
.,'Il Roger Kingston Maysville
'err John Koester . Russellville
'err Dale Lollis , Merrillville, Ind.
nning Brooks Mahaffee 3rd Louisville
n W. Page Lexington
Jeffrey Points Anchorage
nley Siong-in Pouw . .. Lexington
lard Ratliff, Jr. . Wayland
Winston Reynolds" Lexington
liam Arnvx Rice, Jr. Lexington
: Preston Shaffer. . ....... Lexington
ry B. Simmons Edmonton
ip Davis Sims. Lexington
jes Garland Taylor Louisville
reus Gordon Trumbo** .. Lexington
lor George Walk II Tell City, Ind.
ell Kenton West** Sparta, N. J.
Illes Allen Zausch . . Lexington
...Degree awarded August 7, 1968
** Degree awarded December 21, 1968
u* Degrees not prevlousiv awarded will be conferred May 12, 1969, if all requirements
are met
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SCHOOL OF ALLIED HEALTH PROFESSIONS
JOSEPH HAMBURG, Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN DENTAL HYGIENE***
NAME ADDRfl1
Karen Pullin Brown . Cleveland, O.
Sylvia Brown Curtis Lexingtoo
Shvle Lee Deal.... . N. Miami Beach, Fla,
Robbie G. Eaker Ft. Lauderdale, Fla.r
Ellen Marie Goff. . East Lansing, Midi
Janice Ruth Floyd Paducah
Mary Carolyn Haw Lexington
Linda Kay Lichtenwalter .... Boulder, Col.
Joan Martha McGowan St. Clair Shores, Midi
Janet Grace Peat Grosse Pointe Park, Midi.
Mary Linda Warren .. Lexington






















Bonnie Sue Mclntosh** ..
Susan Jayne Miller
Ellen Frances O'Danie!
Lena Dianne Rankin .













.. .. Pewee Vallev
Greenville
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
IN PHYSICAL THERAPY'"
** Degree awarded December 21,1968




th K. Lane Louisville
l'f R. Edwards Moore Lexington
sbeth Ann Schmuck" * . East Canton, O.
ecca Kay Sprowles Louisville
th Ann Vaught Lexington
ecca Jane Whitfield Crestwood
na Jean Whitson Greenville
:e Markham Wyatt . Mayfield



















Nancy Jo Albright* Arlington, Va. V
Lura Slone Baker Grayson G
~~~sd~n~~w;a~k~~*····::::.::.·:::::::::.·::::::::·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:::::::::::::::::··H~·rr~~~~:~~;
Rebecca Lee Becnel Shepherdsville )1
Linda Day Bennett** . Taylorsvik C
Julia Frances Bishop** . LexinglooC
Mary Dianne Brady..... .. . Harrodsbur p
Anna Lee Brinley . LouIsville~
Doris Jean Bruce** Hopkinsvil~ K
Patricia L. Butcher I.................................................... . LexingtonP
Barbara Beeny Carlisle* . Madisonvillef
Jane Ellen Clark .. LouisvilleA
Sandra Kay Crump Fern CreelA
Janet Gail Daniel Unionto\\'ll~
Harriet Ruth Denham** . Maysville
Agnes Dickerson Durbin Lexingtoo
Elaine Frances Edwards ... Newton, N, J.
Brendr Kaye Ellis Gravel SwitcnPamela Diane Fortner" * Lexington
Joyce Craig Garner" * Lexingtoo
Vicki Robison Gill Lexington
Sharon Lee Gitler* * .. Louisvil~
Nancy Carol Helton. Ludlow
Jean Carolyn Hendricks** . Lexington
Jeannie Hill .. Paintsvil~
Suzanne Jolly" GlasgOli
Phyllis Hubbard Jones" . .. Cempbelisds
Linda Faye Carroll Kincaid. Paintsville
Mary Margaretha Korfhage Fern Cree
Virginia Ann Lail . Lexingto
Connie Sue Langford* * Shopvill
Louise Joan Looez "" . Bayonne, N.J,
Linda Carole Mantle * * Lexington
J. Carolyn Mason* * WiliiamstOilA
Lois Eileen Massengale Monticelb
Rebecca Faith Mattingly* * Russel
Emily Kathryn McAnelly Liberty
SCHOOL OF HOME ECONOMICS
LEONARD V. PACKETT, Acting Dean
CANDIDATES FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR, OF SCIENCE
IN HOME ECONOMICS'"
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* Degree awarded August 7, 1968
* * Degree awarded December 21, 1968*** Degrees not previously awarded will be conferred May 12, 1969, if all requirement!
are met
NAME
anne Reed McCormick ..
yrna Kay McGahan
ichele Elizabeth McGee .
ith Alice McKnight* * .
na Suzanne Milam
eudia Anita Moore
:dith Faye Noble * * .
orma Rosalie North * * .
ida Nell Pendley
S~~anna Blackstone Pettit
a'rginia Smith Piersol" * .
)f'oce Linney Pyles *
lCmae Bray Pyles
;~rbara A. Reisz ....
IE Ann Schickel* * .




I:JZel Irene Stigall .
.thleen Ledbetter Threlkeld"
~nltricia Ann Trumbo *
leances Sue Vandiver ..
~mWhiteside .






* D:gree awarded August 7, 1968





































Students are graduated "With High Distinction" who attain a standing of 3.6'
or higher for at least three years. Students are graduated "With Distinction" who
attain a standing of 3.4 to 3.6 for at least three years.
A student who has spent only two years at the University may receive either
of the above honors if he attains a standing of .2 higher than the three-year
requirement.
Those students eligible for these awards are identified by the white braidel
cord worn on the left shoulder.
Carolyn Hornbeek Pape" *
Carlos Raul Plaz a ""
Frances Adele Reeves" *
Elizabeth Jane Smith""





GRADUATED "WITH HIGH DISTINCTION"
Rebecca Clancie Atherton * *
Elvin C. Bryant" *
Ronald Douglas Catchen"
Mary Ann Sorrell Chamberlain"
Neva J. Correll**
James Moody Ellis"
Jean Carolyn Hendricks" *
Betty Gyman Keown * *
Karen Lee Kimber* *
GRADUATED "WITH DISTINCTION"
Terri Lee Vance Alexander" *
Linda Day Bennett" *
Sarah Ann Black**
Jane Cochran**
Ann Catherine Cropper" *
Donald Slider Crumbo*
Jacqueline J. Hayden"
Douglas R. Hennig* *
Elizabeth Leffler Hicks" *
Janice Brown Ledford**
Sue Carol Lorch *
David J. Luckens*
Linda Louise McKinley* *
William Edwin McKinney* *
Brenda Kerrick Morrison * *
Edwin Wakefield Ockerman**
Nanette Sue Owen * *
David Parker Rolph"
Virginia Kay Sharp"
Dana Mcintosh Smlth ""
Katherine Annette Smith * *
John Sory Tapp, Jr.**




Myra Priest Wooldridge * *













* Degree awarded August 7, 1968
** Degree awarded December 21, 1968
*** Degree awarded July 11, 1968





























































































































nors in Acccunttnc-c-Ann Catherine Cropper" *
William Engle III
Jack Earse! May* *
Carlos Raul Plaza * *
Boyd B. Richardson
June Elaine Tyler
nors in Animal Sciences-Virginia Ellen Hyland
nors in Anthropology-Stephanie Lynn Hoischiag
Shela A. McFarlin**
nors in Botany-Xenia P. Culbertson
nors in Business Administration-Thomas Clark Dawson
Mark Wayne Lowry





nors in English-Karen Maria Kemper
Virginia Carole Fowler
nors in Germanic and Classical Languages and Literatures-Leonard E. Hardy




mars in Philosophy-Donald Elmer Nute, Jr.







Those students eligible for these awards are identified














by the braided blue
Ann L. May
Laura F. Mullikin










** Degree awarded December 21, 1968
*** Degrees not previously awarded will be conferred May 12, 1969, if all requirements
are met
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In 1957 the Board of Directors of the University of Kentucky Alumni
Association established four annual awards, of $500 each, to be presented annually
to members of the University teaching and research staffs who, during the
preceding two-year period on campus, had achieved distinction in writing and/or
research and teaching, In 1966-67 an additional teaching award was established.
The purpose of the awards is to recognize achievement in these fields and to
encourage further effort. In J 967-68 awards were given exclusively for distin-
guished teaching. The number of awards for 1968-69 has been increased to six-
three are being awarded to members of the faculty on the Lexington campus and
three to members of the faculty of the Community College System.
THE RECIPIENTS OF THE 1969 GREAT TEACHER AWAROS ARE:
Harry H. Bailey, College of Agriculture
Sheldon Rovin, College of Dentistry
Charles A. Walton, College of Pharmacy
James Brooks Major, Hopkinsville Community College
Raymond A. Miller, Somerset Community College
Charles G. Talbert, Northern Community College
THE UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY RESEARCH FOUNDATION
FACULTY RESEARCH AWARDS
In 1968 the University of Kentucky Research Foundation established four
$500 faculty research awards to University faculty members to recognize and 10
encourage distinguished achievement in research and creative arts. The recipients
are selected on accomplishments made in the preceding two years.
THE RECIPIENTS OF THE 1969 FACULTY RESEARCH AWARDS ARE:
S. M. Shah, College of Arts and Sciences
George E. Mitchell, Jr., College of Agriculture
Dean H. Morrow, College of Medicine
William G. Duncan, College of Agriculture
THE PHILIP D. AND ELSIE O. SANG AWARD
In 1966 Mr. and Mrs. Philip D. Sang of Chicago, Illinois, established a $3,000
award to recognize annually the member of the graduate faculty who has made
the most outstanding contributions to graduate education at the University of
Kentucky.
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THE THIRD RECIPIENT OF THE PHILIP D. AND ELSIE O. SANG AWARD
FOR 1969 IS:
Thomas B. Stroup
THE ALGERNON SYDNEY SULLIVAN MEDALLIONS
The award is made to one man and one woman of the graduating class of
~University of Kentucky each year and to one other person who is not a
ident of the University, who need not be a graduate of any college or university,
Ij who shall have some interest in, or association with or relation to the
~iversity of Kentucky, official or otherwise, of a nature to make this form of
'cognition obviously appropriate.






WILLIAM BENJAMIN MUNSON Astoria, Illinois
ONE HUNDREDTH ANNIVERSARY
OF THE FIRST BACCALAUREATE DEGREE
One hundred years ago at commencement exercises in 1869, the first Sac- Ii
calaureate degree was awarded to William Benjamin Munson by the institution
later to become the University of Kentucky,
The lone graduate in 1869 to receive the Bachelor of Science degree, W. B.
Munson, was followed in 1870 by his brother, Thomas Volney Munson, who re- r
cetved the lone Baccalaureate degree awarded in that year. The University of Ken-
tucky followed with pride the careers of its first and second graduates, and in
the ceremonies marking the centennial anniversary of the founding of the Univer-
sity, both men were recognized posthumously as outstanding alumni from the I
institution's first one hundred years.
William Benjamin Munson was the first graduate of the University of Ken-
tucky, with a Bachelor of Science Degree in 1869. Leaving the University, he
worked for the Rockford, Rock Island and St. Louis Railway, obtaining a practical
knowledge of surveying and railway construction. In 1871, he followed the rail-
road construction to Sherman, Texas, passed his bar examination in six months,
and formed a partnership with Jot Gunter, buying, selling and surveying great sec-
tions of North and West Texas. W. B. Munson and his partnerships at one time
or another owned or controlled over 1,000,000 acres. With Gunter he owned and
operated one of the early large Texas ranches, the T-Anchor.
Munson was instrumental in bringing the Missouri, Kansas, and Texas R~il.
way to Texas, creating the town of Denison, 10 miles north of Sherman. He pur-
chased the land, surveyed the townsite, built the first brick house and moved to
Denison. He organized eight railroads, a railroad construction company, banks,
The Southwestern Surety Insurance Company, The Denison Power and Light Com-
pany, The Eastland Power and Light Company, The Denison Cotton Mill Company,
The Munson Realty Company, The Nueces Land and Livestock Company, a coal
company, and was responsible for other railroads being organized and still others
coming to Denison and Texas.
His biography, "Ten Million Acres," was written by Don Joseph in 1946, in
collaboration with a Munson granddaughter, Mrs. Mary Tonkin Smith. The head-
quarters house of the T-Anchor Ranch is preserved as a historical monument. He
died in Denison in 1930.
THOMAS VOLNEY MUNSON Astoria, Illinois
Thomas Volney Munson was the second graduate of the University of Ken-
tucky. He received his Bachelor of Science Degree in 1870, his Master of Science
Degree in 1893 and was awarded a Doctor of Science Degree by Kentucky State
University in 1906. He taught at the University of Kentucky for several years,
moved to Nebraska in 1873 and then followed his brother, William, to Denison,
Texas, in April, 1876.
He found many varieties of wild grapes, resistant to disease, which he hy-
bridized with fine quality grapes producing many new varieties. He corresponded
with botanists and vineyardists allover the world, obtaining specimens of grapes
for experimentation. Many seed in turn were distributed allover the world. He
was credited with saving the vineyards of France. In 1888 he was awarded the
Legion of Honor with the title Chevalier du Merite Agricole.
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His illustrated articles appeared in the leading horticultural and agricultural
nals. including The American Agriculturist, The Rural New-Yorker, The Ameri-
Gardening, Garden and Forest, Farm and Ranch, The Revue de Viticulture of
-tce and others. In 1893, he exhibited all American and most Asiatic species
irapes, the most complete botahical display of the grape genera ever made. This
later presented to the Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D. C. Other ex-
. Is were placed at the School of Viticulture, Montpellier, France; at Harvard
- versity, Cornell University, Columbia University, and the Philadelphia Academy
. kiences.
1 In 1909, he published his book, "Foundations of American Grape Culture,"
in its fourth printing. At the time of his death in 1913, he was considered
~ world's foremost authority on grapes.
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This charge and the pledge which follows
were written by Dr. Frank L. McVey, Presi-
dent of the University of Kentucky from
1917 ~o 1940. Each graduating class since
1917 as heard the charge and taken the
accom anying pledge.
Charge to the Graduating Class
On this Commencement day you stand in a new reo
lation to the University, to the State and to Life. The
University that has given you of its store of learning
looks upon you as its sons and daughters. The State
now conceives of you as citizens, well prepared to do
your part in the government, development and guidance
of the Commonwealth.
If what you have learned while here has given you
larger intellectual interests, and widened your powers
of understanding, the University feels a part of its duty
done, and if in the doing character has become your
possession and a part of your moral fiber, the State is
satisfied with its investment of men and money.
The University trusts you have learned to approach
prablems with open minds, to set aside prejudice in
your judgment of men and affairs. It hopes that you
will shun evil in all its forms and be ready to strive for
what is right.
May you have in your declining years, material com-
fort, the respect of your fellow citizens, the feeling of I
work well done, and a spiritual and intellectual interest T
in human life.
Meantime, the University's honor is your honor. In
your acts and deeds you now reflect your heritage. To
your fellow man, the University is measured by your
character, by your deeds, by the company you keep.
It is in this spirit that the University calls upon you to
be true to the larger things of life, to be men and women
of courage, integrity, sympathy, and gentleness.
By the granting of the degree you have been admitted
to the fraternity of letters, and ta the larger fellowship
of the University. It is right and fitting that you should I




In the presence of this audience, citizens of the Common-
wealth and members of the University, with a strong sense of
my responsibility, I promise to hold my degree so no loss will
come to it through my holding, to regard it as a claim upon
my loyalty to Alma Mater and to pledge myself to the service
of God and my fellow man.
In testimony of your conduct ond purpose, the Uni-
versity Senate recommending, the Board of Trustees of
the University has conferred upon you the Diploma of
the University of Kentucky, confirmed and acknowl-
edged by the great Seal of the University.
11 1
ALMA MATER"
Hail Kentucky, Alma Mater!
Loyal sons and daughters sing;
Sound her praise with voice united;
To the breeze her colors fling.
To the blue and white be true;
Badge triumphant age on age;
Blue, the sky that o'er us bends;
White, Kentucky's stainless page.
Hail thee ever, old Kentucky!
Glorious is thy heritage;
Proud thy name and thy traditions;
Proud thy place on history's page!
May we ne'er forget thy fame
Mother of the great and free;
May we 'er uphold thy name,
Old Kentucky, hail to thee!
* Words by Josephine Funkhouser
Music by Carl A. Lampert
THE NATIONAL ANTHEM
Oh Say! can you see, by the dawn's early light,
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight's last gleaming?
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, thro' the perilous fiqht,
O'er the ramparts we watch'd, were so gallantly streaming?
And the rockets' red glare, the bombs bursting in air,
Gave proof thro' the night that our flag' was still there.
Oh. say does that Star-spangled Banner yet wave
0' er the land of the free and the home of the brave?
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